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The Global Positioning System (GPS) is widely used in navigations of flights,
vehicles and travelers nowadays. However, the signals are not always available and
there are some cases where the receptions of the GPS signal can be lost because of
the presence of urban canyons, buildings, tunnels and forests. Another down side for
the GPS is that indoor positioning can be really di cult because of the greater signal
interference from the indoor.
On the other hand, the concept of echolocation has also been used for positioning
purposes. Echolocation o↵ers a promising approach to improve the quality of life
of people with blindness using the ”searching” and ”scanning” strategies. Scanning
consists of head movement from a person to detect the object while searching relies
heavily on information within the echo rather than headmovement.
Motivated by the concept of echolocation positioning technique for blinds, we
have developed a model system to estimate the geolocation within our designated
testing facility, an echo chamber room. The echo chamber is designed to have its
surrounding to have the least acoustic impact absorbance to allow the least reduction
of refelcted sound waves’ intensities. In the room, a sound speaker is used as the
sound source to carry the pulse wave we created to represent the ”snap” from blinds.
During the measurement, the position of our sound source always stays stationary
while a sound receiver equipped with 64 measurement microphones is collecting the
sound intensities for di↵erent sound waves from the source. We have chosen sixteen
receiving positions to represent the room due to the limitation of the our cords’ length
of the receiver. Measurements will be performed one position at a time for the 16
x
positions. For every microphone, the sound intensities from the source are recorded
and displayed in plots at MATLAB with sound intensity (V) on the y axis and time
(s) on the x axis. On the data plots, we are to find the first seven major peaks on
the y axis and more importantly, the corresponded elapsed time on the x axis. The
focuses for our study are on direct sound waves and first order sound waves. The first
peak, with the least elapsed time, will be the direct wave which travels directly from
the source to the microphone. The second to the seventh peaks are all first order
waves which reflect once from the source to the microphone. Since the echo chamber
is rectangular shaped that consists of six planes, there are going to be six first order
waves.
The sound source is set as the origin for the measurement coordinate system. The
relative positions of the receiver and the microphones to the source are measured.
One simple assumption is made for the study assuming that the travelled distance
of a single acoustic wave is going to be the multiplication of the speed of sound and
the travelled time because the source is a simple pulse wave. By applying the mirror
source method, we are able to develop a preliminary mathematical model to estimate
the geolocation within the coordinate system with the data information acquired. For
the model, we are capable of estimating the length, width, and height of the room
with the known coordinates of the source and receiving points; and the travelled
distances for the direct and first order acoustic waves. The average error percentage
of the estimation from the preliminary model is around 15 percent compared to the
actual measured dimensions. To improve the accuracy of the theoretical model, the
method of least square is applied using all the data points to improve the model for
better error percentage.
Our geolocation estimating system is limited in two conditions: The position of
the sound source remains constant; it is applicable for indoor environment. For future
development and study, the model can be modified to adapt with non- constant source
and greater influences by the outdoor noises.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is widely used in navigations of flights,
vehicles and travelers nowadays. However, the signals are not always available and
there are some cases where the GPS signal receptionl can be lost because of the
presence of urban canyons, tall buildings, tunnels and forests. It can also be really
di cult using the GPS for indoor positioning because of the higher signal interference.
On the other hand, the concept of echolocation has also been utilized for position-
ing purposes. Echolocation o↵ers a promising approach to improve the quality of life
of people with blindness using the ”searching” and ”scanning” strategies [1]. Scan-
ning consists of head movement from a person to detect the object while searching
relies heavily on information within the echo rather than headmovement.
In terms of positioning and mapping for a designated area, by utilizing the charac-
teristic of acoustic sound waves, some information of the geometry for the environment
can be studied and analyzed in a similar fashion of echolocation from a blind person.
The technique of sonar is another example. It uses sound propagation to navigate,
communicate with or detect objects on or under the surface of the water [2], [3]. There
are two types of technology of sonar: one is called passive sonar, which is essentially
listening for the sound made by vessels; the second one is called active sonar where
it is emitting pulses of sounds and listening for echoes.
Sonar may be used as a means of acoustic location and of the echo characteristics
of targets in the water. Acoustic location in air was used before radar was introduced.
Sonar may also be used in air for robot navigations or atmospheric investigations. The
term sonar is also used for the equipment used to generate and receive the sound.
The acoustic frequencies used in sonar systems vary from very low to extremely high.
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The emphasis of this research paper is to study and analyze the geometry of
a designated area by utilizing the characteristics of acoustic sound waves. Given
a particular sound source, microphones from the sound receiver will measure the
sound intensity of the source waves. A theoretical model can be built to estimate
the geometry of the testing facility based on the data acquired. The assumption of
sound source being a pulse wave along with other simplifications and idealizations
are presented to the analysis to reduce the complexity of the problem.
3
1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter one presents the background of the existing products for positioning and
geolocation along with the motivation and objective of the study. The outline for the
entire research study is also included.
Chapter two includes the information of the measurement instruments and facili-
ties, as well as the basic concept and design for the data testing and acquisition.
Chpater three demonstrates the development of the theoretical model and the
application to our real measurement system.
Chapter four shows the step by step measuring procedures of the experiment, as
well as the approach for data analysis.
Chapter five presents the measurement results, and the verification with mathe-
matical model.
Chapter six concludes the study, also presents the discussion for future work.
4
CHAPTER 2:MEASUREMENT DESIGN AND CONCEPT
In this chapter, the basic design concept and the instruments for the measurement
are presented.
2.1 Measurement Design and Instruments
In our study, the facility we use to perform the experiment is a reverberant cham-
ber at the Herrick’s Laboratory, as shown in Figure 1. The walls, ceilings, and floors
in the chamber are designed to have the least acoustic impact absorbance to allow
the least reduction of reflected waves’ intensities. The size of the echo chamber room
is 6meter in width, 7.8meter in length and 5meter in height.
A sound receiver is used to receive the acoustic wave signal from the source, and
to record the data acquired. The sound receiver has two units: The sound receiving
unit and the data recording unit. The sound receiving part includes 64 BEHRINGER
ECM8000 measurement microphones,as shown in Figure 2. Each microphone is a
electret condenser, omni- directional type. The impedance of the microphone is 600
Ohms and it is with a sensitivity of -60dB. Its frequency response is from 15Hz
to 20kHz and its phantom power is from +15V to +48V. There are 64 microphones
equipped onto a 0.7meter by 0.7meter squared like pannel with a 0.62meter triangular
stand attached for support. On the pannel, each microphone is 0.1meter apart to
another and they are oriented in a 8x8 fashion. It is used to detect and measure the
sound intensity of the acoustic waves from the deisgnated sound source. as shown in
Figure 3
On the data recording part of the sound receiver, every four microphones are
grouped in a channel box, as shown in Figure 4. There are sixteen channel boxes
in total and they are connected to a Agilent data processor, which is shown in Fig-
5
Figure 1. Reverberant Chamber.
ure 5. The data processor is connected to a computer that operates the collecting
and displaying of the information acquired from the microphones. These processes
are generated from MATLAB and there is MATLAB coding for the complete process
of the data receiving and recording for the measurement. It will be brought up in
6
Figure 2. ECM8000Measurement Microphone.
deeper depth from chapter four again. The data results will be analyzed for future
study for verification of the theoretical math model.
The data processor is connected to microphone channel boxes with cords. Due to
the limitation of these cords’ length, the movement of the receiving part of the sound
receiver is constrained. Therefore we cannot cover all the ground in the echo chamber
for the measurement. Sixteen points are picked on the floor of the echo chamber for
best representing the room. The sixteen points will form a 2.8meterx2.8meter sqaured
area for measuring purpose and the schematic for the test design is shown in Figure 8.
A Kobalt LDM-35 laser distance meter, as shown in Figure 6, is used to measure
the distance from point to point for the testing set up. The laser provides highly
accurate measurements up to 115 inch. It can stores up to twenty measurements and
provide indirect measurement of angles.
The sound source is designed as a pulse wave and created by the coding in MAT-
LAB. The toal signal length is 20 seconds and the sampling frequency is 10240/s.
The actual snap duration for the pulse wave is 0.008 seconds. A speaker as shown
in Figure 7 is going to be presented inside the echo chamer with a 1.65meter stand
attached to it. It is connected to the computer outside the echo chamber. The des-
7
Figure 3. Sound Receiver.
ignated pulse wave will be created from the coding in MATLAB and be distributed
through the speaker with a long tube attached for directional purpose.
8
Figure 4. Channel Box.
9
Figure 5. Data Processor.
10
Figure 6. Laser Meter Measure.
11
Figure 7. Long Speaker.
12
Figure 8. 2D Measurement Design with Dimensions.
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2.2 System Coordination Set up and Basic Algorithm
From the measurement design, the sound source stays stationary in posi tionand
it is set as the origin for the measurement coordinate system. The 2D design layout
is shown in Figure 8 with the relavant distances of the sixteen receiving points to the
system origin.
The equation to solve the distance(D) between two points in a 3D coordinate
system is expressed as:
D =
p
(x1   x2)2 + (y1   y2)2 + (z1   z2)2. (1)
The distance(D) an acoustic wave traveled during a period of time can be com-
puted as the multiplication of the speed of sound (c) and the travelled time (t); The
speed of sound is the distance travelled per unit of time by a sound wave propagating
through an elastic medium. The value of the speed of sound is going to be 340m/s
for our study, which is the value in dry air at 20 degree Celcius.
D = c ⇤ t. (2)
For every receiving position, each microphone from the sound receiver records the
sound intensity of the source. The data are displayed in plots with time on the x axis
and sound intensity(unit) on the y axis. Within the plots, larger peaks are indications
for occurances of greater sound intensities. We select the first seven obvious peaks
from each plot because we are focusing only on the direct waves and the first order
reflected waves (sound waves that are reflected once). Since the echo chamber is a
rectangular room consists of six planes, there are going to be six first order waves
from the source to all 64 microphone at each position. The six first order waves along
with one direct wave (waves without any reflection) are the seven peaks we look for
from each plot.
To calculate the travelled distance from a complete first order wave, we need the
position/coordination of the point of reflection. If this information is known, the
14
equation for the traveled distance(D) can be expressed as the addition of the distance
from the source(origin) to the point of reflection and the distance from the point of
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2.2.1 Mirror Source Model
It is di cult to locate the points of reflection for the first order waves. Using the
method of mirror source model allows us to find the traveled distance(D) of the first
order waves without knowing the actual locations of the reflection points.
The purpose for the model is the evaluation of the sound pressure at a receiver
point P inside a room for a simple source placed at Q [4]. Analytically the sound
field must satisfy the source condition (agreement of volume flow of the field at souce
position with volume flow of the source) and the boundary conditions (matching
of field admittance with wall admittance) at all room walls. Analytical solutions,
however, are possible only for very simple room geometries. The classical tool for
sound field evaluations in room acoustics is the mirror source model.
The mirror source method is exact only for a single, infinite, plane wall with ideal
reflection. Then the superposition of the fields of source Q and mirror source S satisfy
the boundary condition at the wall. A depiction of the mirror source model is shown
in Figure 9.
R(s ) is the reflection factor of a plane wave incident on the wall under the angle
which the connection of the mirror point S with the field point P includes with the
normal to the wall. Since the distance from Q to Rp and from S to Rp are the same,
the total traveled distance of the first order wave from Q to Rp to P is the same as
the distance from S to P. In this case, the traveled distance can be calculated because
we have all the information needed: The coordination of Q and P; The relative di-












































The equation above indicates that the distance between Q, the source, to R
p
, the
reflected point plus the distance between R
p
, to the receiving point,P is equal to the
distance from S, the mirror source to the receiving point, P. The evidence can again
be seen in Figure 9. It shows that Q, S, and R
p
from a isosceles triangle and the
length of Q to R
p
are the same as the length of S to R
p
. Therefore it proves that our
theory is valid.
Figure 9. Mirror Source Model.
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CHAPTER 3: MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In this chapter, a theoretical math model will be developed to estimate the basic
geometry of the testing facility(echo chamber).Several mathematical methodologies
are applied to build the theoretical model. The method of least squares is also included
for the model enchancement for less error percentage.
3.1 Direct and First Order Acoustic Waves
As we mentioned in chapter two, the primary focuses on our data are the direct
and first order acoustic waves from the sound source. The data results acquired from
the sound receiver are in plots with time on the x axis and sound intensity on the y
axis. There is one plot for every microphone at each receiving position. Therefore,
there is going to be a total number of 1024 plots to study. We will be looking at
the first seven major peaks from each plot. At each peak value on the y axis, the
corresponded t value on the x axis is what we are trying to find. t represents the time
elapsed for each acoustic wave to travel from the source to the microphone. Referring
to equation 2, the traveled distance of the acoustic wave then can be calculated by
multiplying the elaspsed time by the speed of sound.
In Figure 10, there is the 3D diagram for the measurement coordinate system with
relative dimensions from the origin.
In Figure 10, the 3d diagram presents an example of how to calculate the traveled
distance of a single first order wave using mirror source method. We are going to
demonstrate the equations for the direct wave along with all six first order waves for
one particular receiving point P. In our case, the position of the sound source remains
constant and it is set to be the origin of the coordinate system. All the variables are
included in figure 10 for solving the traveled distances.
17
Figure 10. 3D Measurement Diagram.
At a particular receiving point P, we will demonstrate the equations for the seven
traveled distances including one direct sound wave and six first order waves. R1 will
18
Table 1. Notation of Various Terms In 3D Measurement System.
L = length of the echo chamber
W = width of the echo chamber
H = height of the echo chamber
a = distance in x axis from soundsource to the left end corner of the room
b = distance in y axis from soundsource to the left end corner of the room
c = distance in z axis from soundsource to the left end corner of the room
Q = coordinates of the sound source, also set as origin
P = coordinates of the receiving point
R1 = total traveld distance of direct wave from Q to P
R(2  7) = total traveled distance of first order waves from Q to P respectively
S(1  6) = coordinates of the six mirror sources respectively
be travelled distance of the direct wave; R2 to R7 are the travelled distances of the
first order waves from six di↵erent surfaces in the chamber. R2 to R7 are assigned
respectively in the order of di↵erent reflecting surfaces of the room. The arrangement
will be mentioned as the followings.
In the measurement coordinate system, the sound source is set to be the origin.
The travelled distance of the direct wave from the source to the receiving point P is





(0  Px)2 + (0  Py)2 + (0  Pz)2
R2 is going to be the first order wave reflected from the back wall of the echo cham-
ber shown in figure 10. It is the distance between the super position of the source
o↵ the back wall and the coordinate of P. The equations are more feasible for later
mathematical analyses if we represent the coordinate of the source’s super position






(S1x  Px)2 + (S1y   Py)2 + (S1z   Pz)2
=
p
(0  Px)2 + (2(W   b)  Py)2 + (0  Pz)2
R3 will be the traveled distance of the first order wave o↵ the front wall. The terms






(S2x  Px)2 + (S2y   Py)2 + (S2z   Pz)2
=
p
(0  Px)2 + ( 2b  Py)2 + (0  Pz)2






(S3x  Px)2 + (S3y   Py)2 + (S3z   Pz)2
=
p
(2(L  a)  Px)2 + (0  Py)2 + (0  Pz)2





(S4x  Px)2 + (S4y   Py)2 + (S4z   Pz)2
=
p
( 2a  Px)2 + (0  Py)2 + (0  Pz)2





(S5x  Px)2 + (S5y   Py)2 + (S5z   Pz)2
=
p
(0  Px)2 + (0  Py)2 + (2(H   c)  Pz)2









(0  Px)2 + (0  Py)2 + ( 2c  Pz)2
There are 64 measurement microphones at each of our 16 receiving positions. For
every microphone from each receiving point, we will go through all seven equations
above to compute the travelled distances of the di↵erent acoustic waves from the
source. All these travelled distances from di↵erent positions in the room can allow
us to develop a preliminary model for estimation of the room’s geometry. The model
then can be improved by applying the method of least squares utilizing all the data
information to fix the perimeter of the model.
3.1.2 Setting Up Equations of Model for Estimation
In our system, our y’s are the R’s(total traveled distance for each acoustic wave
from di↵erent receiving point). our x’s are the coordinations of the receiving point and
other known relative known positions regarding to our sound source. From section 3.1,
we have listed the seven di↵erent R’s for every receiving point and we have included
all seven eqautions onto the following table:
Table 2. Equations of Travelled Distance From Acoustic Waves.
R1 =
p
(0  Px)2 + (0  Py)2 + (0  Pz)2
R2 =
p
(0  Px)2 + (2(W   b)  Py)2 + (0  Pz)2
R3 =
p
(0  Px)2 + ( 2b  Py)2 + (0  Pz)2
R4 =
p
(2(L  a)  Px)2 + (0  Py)2 + (0  Pz)2
R5 =
p
( 2a  Px)2 + (0  Py)2 + (0  Pz)2
R6 =
p
(0  Px)2 + (0  Py)2 + (2(H   c)  Pz)2
R7 =
p
(0  Px)2 + (0  Py)2 + ( 2c  Pz)2
The greatest advantage we have gotten for this research study is the large quan-
tities of our receiving points in the measurement system. Sixty four microphones at
21
sixteen di↵erent receiving positions give us a total of 1024 sets of data. Using the
information of the detected sound intensities, we will be able to construct a mathe-
matical model for geolocating inside the echo chamber.




;where i is the number of the specific microphone and j is the indication for
which surface the wave reflects.
The goal for this research is to figure out the respected location of our sound
source to the surrounding, which is the echo chamber roomr, and the geometry of the
room. For us to do that, we need at least two microphones to be our detectors. Using
the relative distances between the two microphones, we can figure out many things.
We are going to pick the first two microphones for computation so we have fourteen
equations now for di↵erent R’s.
For microphone 1, there are seven equations R11, R12...toR17; For microphone 2,
there are also seven equations R21, R22...toR27.
We squared each equations to eliminate the square root so it is easier to manipulate
each equation for computation.
To get information about the width of the room, we pick the equation that has
width, W in it. From the equation for waves reflect from the room’s back wall, it has
W, and b, the respected position in y axis of the source to the room.
To find W, we need information about b, so we also pick the equation for waves
reflect from the room’s front wall.







To isolate W, and b, we subtract R222 to R
2





mathematical calculations are demonstrated as follow:
R222   R212 = (0   Px2)2   (0   Px1)2 + (2(W   b)   Py2)2   (2(W   b)   Py1)2 +
(0  P 2
z2)




R222   R212 = P 2x2   Px12 + 4(W   b)2   4(W   b) ⇤ Py2 + P 2y2   4(W   b)2 + 4(W  
b) ⇤ P
y1   P 2
y1 + P
2
z2   P 2z1
R222  R212 = (P 2x2   P 2x1)  4(W   b) ⇤ (Py2   Py1) + (P 2y2   P 2y1) + (P 2z2   P 2z1)
(W   b) = ((P 2
x2   P 2x1) + (P 2y2   P 2y1) + (P 2z2   P 2z1)  (R222  R212))/4(Py2   Py1)
R223  R213 = (P 2x2   Px12) + 4b ⇤ (Py2   Py1) + (P 2y2   P 2y1) + (P 2z2   P 2z1)
4b(P
y2   Py1) = (R223  R213)  (P 2x2   P 2x1)  (P 2y2   P 2y1)  (P 2z2   P 2z1)
b = ((R223  R213)  (P 2x2   P 2x1)  (P 2y2   P 2y1)  (P 2z2   P 2z1))/4(Py2   Py1)
We will be able to obtain a function for W if we combine the two equations in
terms of (W-b), and b.
W = ((R223  R213)  (R222  R212))/4(Py2   Py1)




= ((R2(i+n)3  R2i3)  (R2(i+n)2  R2i2))/4(Py(i+n)   Pyi)
Where i=number of the microphone; n=any number from-(i-1)to(64-i) but does
not equal to zero
Now we will proceed similar approaches to find the estimated length and height
for the room:
For L, we look at the wave equations that reflect from left and right walls of the
room. Again, we subtract R224 to R
2




15 and we get:
(L  a) = ((P 2
x2   P 2x1) + (P 2y2   P 2y1) + (P 2z2   P 2z1)  (R24  R14))/4(Px2   Px1)
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a = ((R225  R215)  (P 2x2   Px12)  (P 2y2   Py12)  (P 2z2   Pz12))/4(Px2   Px1)
L = ((R225  R215)  (R224  R214))/4(Px2   Px1)
L
i
= ((R2(i+n)5  R2i5)  (R2(i+n)4  R2i4))/4(Px(i+n)   Pxi)
Lastly,For H, we look at the wave equations that reflect from the top and bottom
surfaces of the room. Again, we subtract R226 to R
2






(H   c) = ((P 2
x2   P 2x1) + (P 2y2   P 2y1) + (P 2z2   P 2z1)  (R26  R16))/4(Pz2   Pz1)
c = ((R227  R217)  (P 2x2   Px12)  (P 2y2   Py12)  (P 2z2   Pz12))/4(Pz2   Pz1)
H = ((R227  R217)  (R226  R216))/4(Pz2   Pz1)
H
i
= ((R2(i+n)7  R2i7)  (R2(i+n)6  R2i6))/4(Pz(i+n)   Pzi)
3.2 The Method of Least Squares
The method of least squares is a procedure to determine the best fit line to data.
The proof uses simple calculus and linear algebra. The basic problem is to find





) are observed. The method easily generalizes to finding the best fit of the form
y = a1f1(x) + ...+ cKfK(x); It is not necessary for the functions fk to be linearly in
x. All that is needed is that y is to be a linear combination of these functions [5].
Unfortunately , it is extremely unlikely that we will observe a perfect linear rela-
tionship. There are two reasons for this. The first is experimental error; the second is
that the underlying relationship may not be exactly linear, but rather only approxi-
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mately linear. The method of least squares is a procedure, requiring just some calculus
and linear algebra, to determine what the best fit line is to the data. The method
is capable of great generalizations. Instead of finding the best fit line, we could find
the best fit given by any finite linear combinations of specified functions. Thus the
general problem is given functions f1, ..., fK , find values of coe cients a1, ..., aK such
that the linear combination y = a1f1(x) + ...+ aKfK(x) is the best approximation to
the data.
3.2.1 Probability and Statistics
We are going to present the basic elements of probability and statistics that we
need for the method of least squares. Given a sequence of data x1, ..., xN , we difine







The mean is the average value of the data. The concept of variance is a useful
tool to quantify how much a set of data fluctuates about its mean. The variance of











the standard deviation sigma
x
is the square root of the variance. Note that it is
the standard deviation  
x
and the mean x̄ share the same units. Therefore it is the
standard deviation sigma
x
that provides a good measure of the deviation of the x’s
around their mean instead of the variance.






This term has the advantage of avoiding cancellation of errors as well as having
the same units as the x’s. However, the absolute value function is not a good function
analytically. It is not di↵erentiable and this is why we consider the standard deviation.
If we say y = ax+ b, then y  (ax+ b) should be zero. Given (x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN);
we look at y1   (ax1 + b), ...yN   (axN + b). The mean should be small if it is a good
fit and the variance will measure how good of a fit it is. Note that the variance for










Large errors are given a higher weight than smaller errors because of the squaring.
As a result this procedure favors many medium sized errors over a few large errors.
3.2.2 The Method of Least Squares









This term is N times the variance of the data set y1   (ax1 + b), ..., yn   (axn + b).
It is no di↵erent to use the variance or N times the variance as our error of a function
of two variables. The goal is to find values of a and b that minimize the error.
In calculus we learn that this requires us to find the values of a and b such that
@E/@a = 0; @E/@b = 0. Note that there is boundary points to be considered: as |a|
and |b| become large, the fit will get worse. Therefore we need to check the boundary




































+ b) = 0 (10)
We have mentioned in equation seven that the values of a and b which minimize


















































































































We find that as long as the x’s are not all equal, the best fit values of a and b are
obtained by solving a linear system of equations given in Equation (12).
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As mentioned in Equation (7) that E(a, b) =
P
N
n=1(yn   (axn + b))2
Which implies that the error associated with y  (ax+ b) should depends on the two
variables a and b. The purpose of the method of least squares is to minimize the error
between the theoretical values and the real experimental values. For our model, we
can assume the equation to be y = A ⇤ x; where y is the true value of the component
we want to estimate; A is the estimates from the model with all the terms; x will be
the least squares coe cient to improve our model to minimize the error. Therefore
our x, the least squares coe cient is going to be:
x = (AT ⇤ A) 1 ⇤ AT ⇤ y; (18)
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CHAPTER 4: MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE AND
DATA RESULTS
In this chapter, the measurement preparation and procedure will be presented. The
approach for data processing and analysis for the results are included as well.
4.1 Measurement Preparation and Procedure
4.1.1 Measurement Preparation
To start the measurement, it requires a sound source to emit the acoustic wave.
The designated sound wave is designed as a filtered white noise to simulate a pulse
wave as the blind individuals tapping their canes to make sounds. The code for
the sound source creation is shown in appendix A. It is easier to analyze the square
waveform instead of the sinusoidal form. The sound souce has a duration of 0.008
seconds with a sampling frequency of 10240/second. The ideal sound source on paper
would be a impulse wave with extremely high amplitude and a really short duration.
However, it is not possible to detect the sound of it in real life. As a result, there
might be possibilities that overlaps would happen between certain peaks. The wave
form of our sound source can be found in figure 22.
The second step is to set up the functionalities of the data processor in MATLAB
to assure the microphones and the channel boxes are connected and grouped accord-
ingly. There are sixty four microphones from the receiver and they are grouped into
four channels with sixteen microphones on each channel. The microphone’s range
are set to be 0.5V and the sampling rate is 10240/s. The time for data acquisition
is set to be 10seconds and the MATLAB code for the measurement set up can be
found in appendix B. The acoustic responses obtained from microphones will be pre-
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Figure 11. Sound Source White Noise.
sented in plots with sound intensity (V) on the y axis and time (s) on the x axis from
0-5 seconds. One important notice from the data set up is that it will start taking
measurement 0.1 second ahead before we trigger the sound source.
The third step of the measurement preparation is to come up with a measurement
lay out design. The 2D diagram of the design was included in chapter 2, and we
will show it once again in Figure 13. In order to measure the distances from point
to point as we desire in the room, a laser beamer is used. The long speaker which
represents the sound source is set to be the origin of the measurement system. The
echo chamber is 7.8 meter in length, 6 meter in width and 5 meter in height. The
relative position from the sound source to the room’s left front corner is 3.4 meter
on the x-axis, 4.3 meter on the y-axis, and 1.65 meter on the z-axis. Due to the
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limitation of the receiver’s cords’ length, we select 16 receiving positions to represent
the room because we are not able to cover every ground in the room. A 4 by 4 square
area is drawn and each point is 1 meter apart. We will perform the measurement
one at a time for all sixteen positions and the data for each position will be recorded
individually.
Figure 12. 2D Measurement Design with Dimensions.
4.1.2 Measurement Procedure
At every receiving position, relative distances between the microphones and the
sound source are measured. Since it is known that each microphone is 0.1meter apart
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on the receiver, we do not need to take measurement for all 64 microphones. The
microphones from the four corners of the receiver panel are selected as the referenced
microphones. The relative distances from the source and the left front corner of the
room to those four referenced microphones are measured for all 16 positions. The
information for all sixty four microphones can be computed using the distances from
the four referenced microphones. The coordinates of the sixty four microphones in
position 1 is shown in Figure 13. Notice that the chamber’s door has to be shut
tightly during each testing in order to reduce the e↵ect from noise on the outside of
the room to the least.
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Figure 13. Systematic Coordination of Microphones at Position1.
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4.2 Data Processing for Peak Selection
There is going to be a complete sound intensity plot with a time range from zero
to five seconds on its x axis. We are looking for the first seven major peaks on its
voltage values in y axis. The relative locations on the x axis corresponded to the first
seven intensity peaks values provide us the information required to find the traveled
time the sound waves. From the seven y peaks values, each corresponded x value is
the time for that particular wave to travel from the sound source to the microphone.
Those seven waves include a direct wave, and six first order waves reflected from the
room’s walls.
The main question now is how we are going to determine the peaks from the plot.
As we can see in figure 14, it is hard to distinguish the locations of the peaks. We
believe it is due to several factors: First, as it shows from the wave form plot, we can
say during the measurement, there exists this noise with a high amplitude but with
a really low frequency. The noise’s amplitude is so large that the di↵erence between
the source’s amplitude and noise’s amplitude is not significant.
Second, the ideal sound source would to be a impulse wave to have an extremely
short duration. However, in real life, an impulse wave with the extremely short
duration could not make any detectable sound. Therefore, the source we design is
a filtered white noise with 0.008second duration. Overlapping may happen between
the waves the microphones receive because the source duration is not short enough.
Third, our sampling frequency for the measurement is 10240/s. and the average
speed of sound is around 340m/s. The shortest distance between the source and
receiver is around 0.5m and each microphone is 0.1m apart. The ideal case is to have
10 times of the expected frequency, which is around 40000/s.
In order to precisely select the peaks from the waveform plots, we need to make
the plots cleaner with obvious peaks. First we want to filter out the noise. Since the
noise appears to has a high amplitude but a really low frequency, the approach is to
obtain the power spectral density (PSD) plots for our measurement and noise. We
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Figure 14. Original Waveform Plot.
assume that the microphone stops receiving any acoustic wave after the first three
seconds. The noise information then can be acquired from 3-5 seconds on the plot.
The power spectral density plots for the measurement and noise are shown in the
following figure 15.
By looking at PSD plots, we will be able to determine the frequency range for our
butter worth bandpass filter. We will play around with the filter coe cients until it
has the best fit to the measurement. To avoid phase shift from the filtering, we will
filter the signal twice. After the first filtering for the measurement, we will filter the
filtered signal again in the reverse fashion to cancel out the shifting e↵ect. The power
and phase plot for our filter is shown in figure 16.
Notice that we will also apply the butter worth filter to the source before get-
ting transfer function for our filtered signal. The transfer function is in the Fourier
transform of my source (input) over the received signal (output). The result will not
be valid if the denominator is zero. Therefore we will make the input values that
are corresponded to the denominator’s zero values to be zeros as well. By doing the
inverse Fourier transform to our transfer function, we can get the impulse response
for the measurement. The figure 17 below shows the plot for the impulse response to
the measurement.
To make the peaks more obvious to select, the last step is to do a cross correlation
to the first peak to the rest of the measurement. Since the first peak will have the best
representation of the shape of the impulse response, by doing the cross correlation of
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Figure 15. Power Spectral Density Plots for Measurment/Noise.
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Figure 16. Butterworth Bandpass Filter.
it and the rest of the signal can emphasize the rest of the peaks’ shapes. Therefore
the remaining peaks will be much easier to distinguish. The cross correlation plot is
shown in figure and the code in MATLAB for the whole process is shown in appendix.
Notice that there are still overlapping between some peaks, therefore the theoretical
values for the peak locations are used for referencing purpose when we are determining
the experimental peak locations. For every microphone, there is going to be seven
peak locations including one direct wave and six first order waves. All the peak
locations for position 12 and 13 are recorded into tables. The code for the complete
data processing procedure is listed in Appendix E.
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Figure 17. Power Spectral Density Plots for Measurment/Noise.
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Figure 18. Cross Correlation For Impulse Responses of Source and Microphone.
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4.3 Peaks’ Direction Analysis
The data results for receiving position 12 and 13 are selected for peaks’ direction
analysis because these two receiving positions are the closest to the center of the room.
The assumption is made that at these two positions, all the acoustic waves that all
the microphones receive are in the exact fashion. Therefore, we can determine the
directions of the peaks using the relationships between di↵erent microphones. Part
of the tables of the relative microphone distances to the source in position12 and 13
can be found in figure 17
Figure 19. Microphone Relative Distances in Pos12, 13.
The relative positions of the microphones to the source are measured. Since the
source is the origin of the coordinate system, the x, y, z coordinates of every single
microphone is known. Using the relative distances and peak results from all the
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microphones, we are able to determine which reflecting walls are corresponded to
our peak locations. First, we are going to have to organize our data values into a
form where we can apply the relativity analysis to them. Since there are going to be
64x7 peak values for the two receiving positions. For each position, we are going to
compare the relative positions and the seven peak values for each microphone. There
are going to be 10 components that we will be comparing: the seven peak values and
the x, y, z relative distances. For each component, there will be a 64 by 64 matrix
for the compared values. The 64 rows represent the referenced microphone we are
comparing the values to, the 64 columns are the microphone we are using to compare
with the referenced microphone. After constructing all the matrix, we will select
di↵erent combinations of compared values for finding di↵erent directions of waves.
Since the testing facility is a rectangular room, there are going to be 6 reflected
surfaces, which are the back wall R
B
; the front wallR
F





; the top ceilingR
T
; and the bottom floorR
BT
.
A table is constructed for the directional analysis for the peak locations. It shows
the relativity between the changes of x,y, z coordinates and the traveled time of dif-
ferent first order waves. For instance, between two selected microphone, the traveled
time for the wave reflected from the left wall will increase if their relative distance in
x increases.
Table 3. Peak Directions Analysis.
RL = tRL  > +ifx  > +; tRL  >  ifx  >  
RR = tRR  >  ifx  > +; tRR  > +ifx  >  
RB = tRB  >  ify  > +; tRB  > +ify  >  
RF = tRF  > +ify  > +; tRF  >  ify  >  
RT = tRT  >  ifz  > +; tRT  > +ifz  >  
RBT = tRBT  > +ifz  > +; tRBT  >  ifz  >  
In terms of the x direction, the waves reflected from the left wall and right wall
are associated. Since the microphones are equipped in a 8 by 8 fashion onto a square
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pannel, we choose the combinations of microphones whose positions are only di↵erent
in x direction. For all six first order peaks, we will observe which peaks follow the
patterns we listed from the table above. Regarding to the waves reflected from the top
and bottom, we have the similar approach to find microphones that are only di↵erent
in z components for their positions. Determine which peaks follow the trends again
for the z component. The method to find the waves associated in y direction is slightly
di↵erent. At every receiving position, all the microphones share the same position in
y. To compare the peak values with microphones in di↵erent y coordinate, we need
data values in two di↵erent positions. We would compare the peak values for the
same microphone at two di↵erent positions so they are only di↵erent in y direction.
All the compared values in x, y, z directions are collected and presented in plots.
All the plots can be found on the following figures and the MATLAB code for the
operation for direction analysis can be found in Appendix F.
Before determing the direction of each peak location, we have come up with the
results from our theoretical part. Since we have every component to compute the
theoretical peak values, we are able to get all the peak values from di↵erent walls
for all the microphones.Notice that although the theoretical R’s are also numbered
from one to seven. The orders are not necessarily the same as the experimental ones.
The theoretical R’s orders are corresponded to the orientation of mirror imaging of
the sound source we design from Figure 10. On the other hand, the order for the
experimental data is based on the quantity of the traveling distance. R1 is the shortest
and to R7 as the longest. When we are comparing theoretical values to experimental
values, rearrangements of the order for the theoretical numbers have to be made first.
We need to rearrange the numbers to R1 to R6 in shortest to longest fashion. By
rearranging those peak values into the order of the least time to the most time, we are
able to match the theoretical peak values to our experimental ones.This will be our
reference when we are analyzing the direction for each peak. After all the matching
and analyzing, we have concluded the direction analysis in the following table:
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Figure 20. Direction Analysis in x for row1-4.
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Figure 21. Direction Analysis in x for row5-8.
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Figure 22. Direction Analysis in z for col1-4.
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Figure 23. Direction Analysis in z for col5-8.
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Figure 24. Direction Analysis In y For Peak2-7.
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CHAPTER 5: ESTIMATION RESULTS AND ERROR
ANALYSIS
5.1 Model Verification and Error Analysis
After finishing the peak’s direction analysis from chapter four, we place the ex-
perimental values into our mathematical model to check its validity. We first use the
most common value of 340m/s for the speed of sound to check the error percentage
for the waves’ traveled distances (Rs). We found that the average error between the
theoretical values and experimental values for position 12 and 13 for the peaks is
around 5 percent.







It is evident that our model has acceptable results. We apply the method of least
squares to find our experimental speed of sound,c̄. We know that:
R = c̄ ⇤ t (19)
c̄ here now is our least squares coe cient so
c̄ = (tT ⇤ t) 1 ⇤ tT ⇤R (20)
The average experimental speed of sound for measurement 12 and 13 is 348.1m/s.
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After computing out our experimental speed of sound, we would compute the
experimental R values using the speed of sound for our measurement. We then place
the numbers into the algebraic model and check for the error for our estimation.
Notice that
  ⇤ ⌫ = c (21)
therefore the wave length would be the speed of sound/ frequency. Since the
source duration is 0.008seconds, its frequency is going to be 125Hz and the source’s
wave length will be around2.8m. The uncertainty for R will then be (+/ ) /2.
The objective of our study is to estimate the source’s position in the room and
the room’s geometry: a, b, c (the position of the source to the left front of the room),
and W, H, L(room’s geometry). We found out that some of the estimating results
from the algebraic model have enormous uncertainties and most of the estimates are
not accurate enough.
To confirm the model’s validity, we place the theoretical R values to check for the
estimates and the results are perfectly matched with our expecting values. The code
for computing the values of model estimates is included in appendix F.
The main factor for the large error from our estimates is due to the uncertainty
for the waves’ traveled distances Rs. We would try to factor in the Rs’ uncertainties
to our algebraic model and to see how it will a↵ect the estimates. We will look into
the models for estimates in x direction.
b = (((R23 +  23)
2   (R13 +  13)2)  (P 2
x2   P 2x1) (22)
 (P 2
y2   P 2y1)  (P 2z2   P 2z1))/4(Py2   Py1) (23)
The main terms that has the most contribution for the estmating error would
then be (2 ⇤ R23 ⇤ delta23   2 ⇤ R13 ⇤ delta13)/4(Py2   Py1) The average R is going
to be around 6meter and for delta we would assume one is being the most positive
and one is being the most negative for largest di↵erence. That gives the numerator
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a value of 33.6m. This number will then divide the denominator, which is four times
the microhphones’ distances in y. In this case, it is .24m and it will lead to a error of
140m, which is enormous.







From the observation above, we would predict that the relative distances between
microphones would be the main factor to the error. Since all the R values are not too
far from each other, the denominator will play a bigger role. The larger the physical
separation between the microphones, the less the error is going to be. The estimates
for y direction will have the largest error among all the directions because of the
way we set up the compared values. The separation between the microphones in the
analysis for y direction is always going to be 0.06m, which is much smaller than the
di↵erences in other two directions. Therefore we can see the estimates uncertainties
for the y components are the largest among all:  b being 140m and  W being 280m.
The variance for our estimations are listed below. It is clear that our estimates
from our model require adjustments to fix the uncertainty problems:
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To compensate the overwhelming e↵ect from the Rs’ uncertainties, weighted mean





























The inverse of each estimate’s variance is chosen to be the individual weight value.
We first use the mean value of the original data values for the expected value to
compute the variance. The mean values for the estimates are still o↵ from the true
measured values after applying the weight. The main issue is because the mean value
we use for determining the weight is overwhelmed by the enourmous uncertainties
of some of the estimates. Some of the estimates’ uncertainties are 100 times the
true value, therefore the resulting mean value will be meaningless because it is so
overwhelmed.
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To fix the problem caused by the large uncertianties, we decide to fix the mean
value used for the variance. Now there are going to be two steps to compute our
estimated weighted mean value. First, for the expected value we use for the variance,
we will not choose the mean value for the estimates from the original data set. Instead,
we will use the weighted mean value. The weight for each estimate we apply here is
going to be the inverse of each individual error to the true value. In this way, the
expected value is not too biased but applicable for the variance we use. The second
step is to use the new expected value for the new weight and to calculate the weighted
mean. The whole operation is written in MATLAB and the code can be looked at in
appendix G.
The final estimation for the six components will include the mean value with the
uncertainty and the estimates’ variance. The uncertianty for the weighted mean is
calculated as the equation below:






(w1/wtotal ⇤  x1)2 + (w2/wtotal ⇤  x2)2 + ... (28)
Notice that the estimates’ variance will still be the values from the original data
set withought weighting.
The following figure includes the final estimates for the six components for geolo-
cation and the room’s geometry:
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E(W ) = 8.562m(+/ ) 0.866m
E(L) = 1.496m(+/ ) 0.0942m
E(H) = 4.999m(+/ ) 0.0015m
5.3 Fixed Coe cients For The Least Squares Model
Although there are many di↵erent terms in our algebraic model for the estimations,
we choose to regard all the terms as one big term when we are applying the method
of least squares. Our least squares model will just be y = A ⇤ x, where y is the true
measured value, A is the matrix of the estimates from the algebraic model, and x will
be the least squares coe cient which will improve the estimate’s error. Since
E = (Ax  y)2 (29)
and it is our desire to minimize E therefore we say
@E/@x = 0 (30)
x = (AT ⇤ A) 1 ⇤ AT ⇤ y (31)
There are six di↵erent least squares coe cients to our six original quations for esti-
mating the geometry and position and the final least squares model are listed below:
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Table 9. Least Squares Model with Fixed Coe cients.
L = 1.0577 ⇤ (R225  R215)  (R224  R214))/4(Px2   Px1)
W = 0.7099 ⇤ ((R223  R213)  (R222  R212))/4(Py2   Py1)
H = 0.9999 ⇤ ((R227  R217)  (R226  R216))/4(Pz2   Pz1)
a = 1.1007 ⇤ ((R225  R215)  (P 2x2   Px12)  (P 2y2   Py12)  (P 2z2   Pz12))/4(Px2   Px1)
b = 0.9881 ⇤ ((R223  R213)  (P 2x2   P 2x1)  (P 2y2   P 2y1)  (P 2z2   P 2z1))/4(Py2   Py1)
c = 1.10645 ⇤ ((R227  R217)  (P 2x2   Px12)  (P 2y2   Py12)  (P 2z2   Pz12))/4(Pz2   Pz1)
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND FUTURE
DEVELOPEMENT
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
Motivated by the echolocation technique from the visually impaired individuals,
the approach of using acoustic response for indoor mapping and geolocation is pro-
posed in this research paper. We are able to figure out the traveled time of the sound
waves from the source to the receiver by getting the impulse response of the measure-
ments in many di↵erent receiving positions in a rectangular reverberant chamber. A
serires of data processing are pursued on the wave plots to compensate the problems
of noises and overlaps in order to make the plots clean enough for time peak selections.
The experimental time peak values are placed in the mathematical model devel-
oped for the measurement system for geometry estimation and geolocation purposes.
Least squares and weighted mean methods are applied to reduce the error and un-
certainty for the model estimates. The estimations of the source position inside the
room and the room’s geometry are presented at the end of the study with a decent
result.
6.2 Improvement and Future Development
The current mathematical model is limited in many aspects. First, in order to
determine the direction of each wave peak, we need to assume that the receiver’s
position is at the center of the room. It is because under this constraint, we can
say that all seven acoustice waves are received in the same orderly fashion by the
64 microphones from the receiver. By comparing the data results from di↵erent
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microphones, we are able to distinguish the direction from the acoustic behavior of
the microphones with di↵erent physical positions in the room.
The mathematical model is also only designed to the rectangular room we used
for measurement. We will need to modify the model so it can adpat to a variety of
shapes of the room. For instance, the current model will not be applicable if it is a
hall way where it is narrow on the sides with two ends being relatively long. Within
this particular shape of room, the time that the 2nd order waves on the sides to reach
the receiver can be shorter than the first order waves to reach the receiver from the
far two ends. Therefore 2nd or 3rd order waves might need to be considered for the
development.
The measurment approach for our study is to have one quick pulse wave and to
observe the responses from the receiver. The resulting wave form plots are mentioned
in chapter 4 to be impossible to distinguish the peak locations. It may be helpful if
we adjust to higher sampling frequency from 10240Hz to 40000Hz. The gap distance
between each microphone on the receiver is 0.1m. It is safest to have 10 times than
the expecting frequency of the measurment so it means it will be the best if we can
have 34000Hz as sampling frequency using 340m/s as the speed of sound.
Regards to our experiment approach for the study, the interference from the noise
in the room is significant. Using the methd of cross correlation, we were able to
magnify the peak values to reduce the e↵ect from the noise. A recommendation
for the measurement is to have a constant sound source instead of emmitting only
one pulse wave. It is as a blind individual continuously making sound to obtain
information from the surrounding instead of just giving one snap sound. By having a
constant source, we would have much more information and noise’s interference will
be reduced significantly as well as the overlapping issue between peaks.
The approach using the switch o↵ method can provide a testing environment with
much less noise. By giving a continuosly densed impulse wave for a period of time,
the room will reach its acoustic steady state. The measurements are taken right when
we turn o↵ the impulse wave. The dervative of the response will provide us the infor-
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mation for the study. This data should contain more accurate information with less
noise interference. Using the impulse responses from the microphones’ measurments,
we will be able to aquire the useful wave form plots with clearer peak locations.
The ultimate goal for this research study is to combine this concept with the mag-
netic mapping application developed by Cui Yan under Prof. Ariyur. The big picture
will be a mobile phone application for positioning and geoloation purpose utilizing
the acoustic wave responses and the reading of magnetic field. This application will
need to take the outdoor scenarios into account as well. The level of the noise in-
terference will be even greater and therefore we would need to compensate the noise
factor besides filtering the signals.
For the phone application, it will require at least two microphones to function.
Similarly to a blind person will need two ears for echolocation because this research
concept only works by comparing the acoustic behaviors between two di↵erent mi-
crophones at di↵erent positions. The orientations of the microphones is critical to
this application. In our study, the microphones are placed on a plane in a simple 2D
fashion. For future design, we can set the microphones in spherical orientation, or
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Appendix A. Designated Sound Source of Square Wave .
1 %Code f o r a square wave as our sound source
2
3 t l e n = 20 ; % t o t a l s i g n a l l ength
4 f s = 10240 ; % Sampling f requency
5
6 t s = 3 ; % s t a r t i n g time f o r the square wave
7 s l e n = 0 . 0 0 5 ; % snap durat ion
8
9 te = t s+s l e n ; % ending time f o r the snap
10
11 time = [ 0 : 1 / f s : t l e n ] ;
12 x t = ze ro s ( s i z e ( time ) ) ;
13
14 snap ind = f i nd ( time t s & time te ) ;
15 l e n i nd = length ( snap ind ) ;
16 x t ( snap ind ) = 0.2∗ ones ( s i z e ( snap ind ) ) .∗ randn ( s i z e ( snap ind ) ) ;
17
18 f c u t = 4500 ;
19 [ b , a ] = butte r (15 , f c u t /( f s /2) , ' low ' ) ;
20 x t = f i l t e r (b , a , x t ) ;
21
22 %p lo t ( time , x t )
23
24 % wr i t e wave f i l e
25 wavwrite ( x t , f s , ' snap wave . wav ' )
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Appendix B. System Set Up and Channels Grouping.
1 %System se t up and channe l s grouping
2 %cyc l e through a l l channe l s ;
3 func t i on c a l l e v e l s = ca l s equenc e ( m i c s t o t e s t )
4 i f nargin<1
5 m i c s t o t e s t = 1 : 6 4 ;
6 end
7
8 channe l gu ide = [ 9 : 4 0 45 :48 5 3 : 8 0 ] ;
9
10
11 c a l f r e q = 1000 ;
12 cal dB = 94 ;
13
14 ca l Pa = 20e 6∗10ˆ( cal dB /20) ∗ s q r t (2 ) ;
15
16 acq t ime = 10 ;
17
18 samp rate = 10240 ;
19 samp s ize=acq t ime ∗ samp rate ;
20
21 mic range = 0 . 5 ;% a l t e r as nece s sa ry !
22
23 h i ghpa s s f r e q = 100 ; %frequency o f h ighpass f i l t e r i n g
24 bu t t e r o rd e r = 6 ; %order o f Butterworth f i l t e r
25
26 %%make f i l t e r
27
28 [ s tatus , s e s s i o n ] = hpe1432 ( ' i n i t ' , 'VXI1 : : 6 5 , 7 2 , 7 1 , 7 3 : : INSTR ' , 1 , 1 ) ;
29 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ; % Check Status
30
31 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' deleteAllChanGroups ' , s e s s i o n ) ; % Delete a l l channe l s
32 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
33
34 %Add Channels         
35 a l l c h a nn e l s = [ ] ; %c r ea t e blank channel arrangement
36 num chans=0; %zero number o f channe l s
37
38 % Array Setup
39 channe l s = [ 1 : 6 4 ] ;
40 range=mic range ;
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41
42 % Create a Channel Group
43 [ s tatus , g id 2 ] = hpe1432 ( ' createChannelGroup ' , s e s s i on , l ength ( channe l s ) , channe l s ) ;
44 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
45
46 % Set Input Mode to be ICP Mode
47 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setInputMode ' , s e s s i on , g id 2 , 'INPUT MODE ICP ' ) ;
48 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
49
50 % Wait f o r Power Source to s e t t l e down
51 d i sp ( 'Wait f o r 35 Sec f o r ICP to s e t t l e down . . . ' )
52 pause (35) ;
53
54 % Set Coupling Mode to AC Coupling
55 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setCoupl ing ' , s e s s i on , g id 2 , 'COUPLING AC ' ) ;
56 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
57 % Set Range
58 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setRange ' , s e s s i on , g id 2 , range ) ;
59 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
60
61 % Check Range
62 [ s tatus , a c tua l r ange ] = hpe1432 ( ' getRange ' , s e s s i on , g id 2 ) ; % Get the f u l l s c a l e
vo l tage range o f a l l a c t i v e achnne l s
63 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
64
65 i f range 6=ac tua l r ange
66 d i sp ( [ 'New Range = ' , s p r i n t f ( '%3.2 f ' , a c tua l r ange ) ] )
67 end
68
69 data . range ( num chans+1:num chans+length ( channe l s ) ) = . . .
70 ac tua l r ange ∗ ones (1 , l ength ( channe l s ) ) ;
71
72 a l l c h a nn e l s =[ a l l c h a nn e l s channe l s ] ;
73 num chans=num chans+length ( channe l s ) ;
74
75 data . channe l s = a l l c h a nn e l s ;
76 %                     
77
78 % Create a Channel Group co ta i n i ng a l l channe l s to s e t common parameters
79 [ s tatus , g i d g l o b a l ] = hpe1432 ( ' createChannelGroup ' , s e s s i on , num chans , a l l c h a nn e l s ) ;
80 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
81
82 % Assign block s i z e
83 BLOCKSIZE = samp s ize ; %length o f a c q u i s i t i o n
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84 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' s e tB l o c k s i z e ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l ,BLOCKSIZE) ;
85 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
86
87 % Check Block S i z e
88 [ s tatus , a c t u a l b l o c k s i z e ] = hpe1432 ( ' g e tB l o ck s i z e ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l o b a l ) ; % Get the
block s i z e o f a l l a c t i v e channe l s
89 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
90 i f samp s ize 6=a c t u a l b l o c k s i z e
91 d i sp ( [ 'New Sample S i z e = ' , s p r i n t f ( '%10.0 f ' , a c t u a l b l o c k s i z e ) ] )
92 end
93
94 % Set c l o ck f requency to most c l o s e l y match sampling ra t e
95 va l idClockFreq =[40960 41938.6 44122.1 48000 49152 50000 51200 52400.9 61440 62500
64000 65536 66666.6 76800 78125 80000 81920 96000 98304 100000 102400 ] ;
96 p o s s i b l e c l o c k f r e q=samp rate ∗2 ;
97
98 whi l e p o s s i b l e c l o c k f r e q40960
99 p o s s i b l e c l o c k f r e q=p o s s i b l e c l o c k f r e q ∗2 ; %mult ip ly by 2 un t i l in range o f c l o ck
f r e qu en c i e s
100 end
101
102 round f req=val idClockFreq . / p o s s i b l e c l o c k f r e q ;
103 index=f i nd ( round f r eq==1) ;
104 i f isempty ( index )==1
105 d i sp ( ' I nva l i d Sampling Rate ' )
106 re turn
107 e l s e
108 ClockFreq=val idClockFreq ( index ) ;
109 end
110
111 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setClockFreq ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l , ClockFreq ) ;
112 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
113
114 % Set Span
115 SPAN = samp rate / 2 . 5 6 ; % s e t the SPAN ( sample ra t e /2 . 56 )
116 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setSpan ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l ,SPAN) ;
117 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
118
119 % Check Span
120 [ s tatus , a c tua l span ] = hpe1432 ( ' getSpan ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l o b a l ) ; % get the SPAN (
sample ra t e /2 . 56 )
121 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
122
123 i f samp rate 6=ac tua l span ∗2 .56
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124 d i sp ( [ 'New Sampling Rate = ' , s p r i n t f ( '%10.0 f ' , a c tua l span ∗2 .56 ) ] )
125 end
126
127 data . f s = actua l span ∗2 . 5 6 ;
128
129 % Set Data Acqu i s i t i on Mode to be Block Mode
130 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setDataMode ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l , 'BLOCKMODE ' ) ;
131 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
132
133 % % Set Tr igger Mode to be Manual Tr igger Mode
134 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setAutoTr igger ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l , 'MANUALTRIGGER ' ) ;
135 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
136
137 f o r mic no = m i c s t o t e s t ;
138
139 d i sp ( [ ' Prepare Microphone ' num2str ( mic no ) ] )
140
141 channel = channe l gu ide ( mic no ) ;
142
143 %acqu i r e 10 seconds o f data ( j u s t from one channel )
144
145 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' in i tMeasure ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l o b a l ) ; % s t a r t measurement
146 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
147 d i sp ( 'Ready to Measure . . . . Press Any Key ' ) ;
148 pause ;
149
150 % Trigger the Measurement
151 d i sp ( ' Acquir ing . . . ' )
152 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' t r iggerMeasure ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l , 'NO WAIT FLAG ' ) ; %
manually t r i g g e r a block a c q u i s i t i o n o f a l l channe l s
153 [ s tatus , vo l tage , count ] = hpe1432 ( ' readFloat64Data ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l , 'TIME DATA '




157 data . output = vo l tage ( ( mic no 1)∗BLOCKSIZE+1:mic no∗BLOCKSIZE) ;
158
159 data . time = 0∗2 . 56 : 1 / ( ac tua l span ∗2 .56 ) : ( samp size  1)/( ac tua l span ∗2 .56 ) ; % time
ax i s va lue s
160
161 i f max(max( abs ( data . output ) ) )>data . range ( mic no ) ∗1 .1




165 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' f i n i shMeasure ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l o b a l ) ;
166
167
168 N averages = 10 ;
169 sma l l b l o ck l eng th = 5120 ; %length o f sma l l e r b lock s i z e ( l e s s than f i l e s i z e )
170 f r e q r e s = data . f s / sma l l b l o ck l eng th ;
171 over lap = 25 ; %over lap in percent
172
173 i f s i z e ( data . output , 1 ) < sma l l b l o ck l eng th ∗ ((1  over lap /100) ∗ ( N averages 1)
+1)
174 d i sp ( 'Too many averages   i n c r e a s e over lap or dec r ea s e averages or b lock





179 %f i l t e r data
180 h i ghpa s s f r e q = 100 ; %frequency o f h ighpass f i l t e r i n g
181 bu t t e r o rd e r = 6 ; %order o f Butterworth f i l t e r
182 [ h ighpass . b , h ighpass . a ] = butte r ( but t e r o rde r , h i ghpa s s f r e q / ( data . f s /2) , '
high ' ) ;
183 f i l t d a t a=f i l t e r ( h ighpass . b , h ighpass . a , data . output ) ;
184 subplot (211)
185
186 p l o t ( f i l t d a t a )
187 %average f requency ve c t o r s
188 %%% Averaging
189 %%f f t  i f y
190 N = sma l l b l o ck l eng th /2 ; %number o f data po in t s in system
191 output . f r e q = l i n s p a c e (0 , data . f s /2∗(N 1)/N,N) ;
192
193
194 f o r n = 1 : N averages %cyc l e through averages
195 s i g n a l b i t = f i l t d a t a ( sma l l b l o ck l eng th ∗ ((1  over lap /100 ) ∗( n  1) )+1:
sma l l b l o ck l eng th ∗((1  over lap /100 ) ∗( n  1)+1) ) ;%.∗ hann (
sma l l b l o ck l eng th ) ;
196 FFTbit = 2∗ f f t ( s i g n a l b i t ) /( sma l l b l o ck l eng th ) ;
197 avgs FFT ( : , n ) = FFTbit ( 1 :N) ;
198 end
199 calFFT=mean( abs ( avgs FFT ) ,2 ) ;
200
201 subplot (212)
202 p l o t ( output . f r eq , calFFT)
203
65
204 xlim ( [ 990 1110 ] ) ;
205
206 [ junk , c a l i nd ex ] = max( calFFT ) ;
207
208 f i nd ( output . f r e qc a l f r e q , 1 , ' l a s t ' ) ;
209
210 h i gh f r e q = output . f r e q ( c a l i nd ex ) ;
211
212 d i sp ( [ ' c a l f r e q = ' num2str ( h i gh f r eq , '%5.1 f ' ) ' Hz ' ] )
213
214 cal V = calFFT ( ca l i nd ex ) ;
215
216 c a l l e v e l = cal V / ca l Pa ∗10ˆ3 ; %mV/pa c a l i b r a t i o n l e v e l
217
218 d i sp ( [ 'Channel ' num2str ( mic no ) ' c a l i s ' num2str ( c a l l e v e l , '%10.1 f ' ) ' mV/Pa '
] )
219





Appendix C. Operation of Data Receiving and Recording.
1
2 func t i on [ data ]= v x i t r i g g e r a q ( samp s i z e s e c , samp rate )
3
4 samp s ize=samp s i z e s e c ∗ samp rate ;
5
6 % I n i t i a l i z e the s e s s i o n
7 % Address 8 corre sponds to S l o t Number 1 on the VXI Frame
8 % Address 4 corre sponds to S l o t Number 2 on the VXI Frame
9 % Address 16 corre sponds to S l o t Number 3 on the VXI Frame
10 % Address 2 corre sponds to S l o t Number 4 on the VXI Frame
11 % Address 17 corre sponds to S l o t Number 8 on the VXI Frame
12
13 [ s tatus , s e s s i o n ] = hpe1432 ( ' i n i t ' , 'VXI0 : : 8 , 4 , 1 6 , 2 , 1 7 : : INSTR ' , 1 , 1 ) ;
14 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ; % Check Status
15
16 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' deleteAllChanGroups ' , s e s s i o n ) ; % Delete a l l channe l s
17 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
18
19 %add channe l s





25 % The F i r s t Channel Group
26 channe l s = [ 1 ] ;
27 range = 5 ;
28
29 % Create a Channel Group
30 [ s tatus , g id 1 ] = hpe1432 ( ' createChannelGroup ' , s e s s i on , l ength ( channe l s ) , channe l s ) ;
31 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
32
33 % Set Input Mode to be Voltage Mode
34 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setInputMode ' , s e s s i on , g id 1 , 'INPUT MODE VOLT ' ) ;
35 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
36 % Set Coupling Mode to AC Coupling
37 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setCoupl ing ' , s e s s i on , g id 1 , 'COUPLING AC ' ) ;
38 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
39 % Set Range
40 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setRange ' , s e s s i on , g id 1 , range ) ;
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41 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
42
43 % Check Range
44 [ s tatus , a c tua l r ange ] = hpe1432 ( ' getRange ' , s e s s i on , g id 1 ) ; % Get the f u l l s c a l e
vo l tage range o f a l l a c t i v e achnne l s
45 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
46
47 i f range 6=ac tua l r ange




52 % Set Tr igger Mode to be 0 .25∗ range
53 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setTr iggerChanne l ' , s e s s i on , g id 1 , 'CHANNELON ' ) ;
54 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
55 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setTriggerMode ' , s e s s i on , g id 1 , 'TRIGGERMODE LEVEL ' ) ;
56 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
57 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' s e tTr i gg e rLeve l ' , s e s s i on , g id 1 , 'TRIGGER LEVEL LOWER ' , 50) ;
58 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
59 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' s e tTr i gg e rLeve l ' , s e s s i on , g id 1 , 'TRIGGER LEVEL UPPER ' , 50) ;
60 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
61 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' s e tTr i gg e rS l ope ' , s e s s i on , g id 1 , 'TRIGGER SLOPE POS ' ) ;




66 data . range ( num chans+1:num chans+length ( channe l s ) ) = . . .
67 ac tua l r ange ∗ ones (1 , l ength ( channe l s ) ) ;
68
69 a l l c h a nn e l s =[ a l l c h a nn e l s channe l s ] ;
70 num chans=num chans+length ( channe l s ) ;
71
72 data . channe l s = a l l c h a nn e l s ;
73
74
75 % The Second Channel Group
76 channe l s =[9:40 45 :48 5 3 : 8 0 ] ;
77 range =0.1 ;
78
79 % Create a Channel Group
80 [ s tatus , g id 2 ] = hpe1432 ( ' createChannelGroup ' , s e s s i on , l ength ( channe l s ) , channe l s ) ;
81 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
82
83 % Set Input Mode to be ICP Mode
68
84 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setInputMode ' , s e s s i on , g id 2 , 'INPUT MODE ICP ' ) ;
85 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
86
87 % Wait f o r Power Source to s e t t l e down
88 d i sp ( 'Wait f o r 35 Sec f o r ICP to s e t t l e down . . . ' )
89 pause (35) ;
90
91 % Set Coupling Mode to AC Coupling
92 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setCoupl ing ' , s e s s i on , g id 2 , 'COUPLING AC ' ) ;
93 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
94 % Set Range
95 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setRange ' , s e s s i on , g id 2 , range ) ;
96 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
97
98 % Check Range
99 [ s tatus , a c tua l r ange ] = hpe1432 ( ' getRange ' , s e s s i on , g id 2 ) ; % Get the f u l l s c a l e
vo l tage range o f a l l a c t i v e achnne l s
100 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
101
102 i f range 6=ac tua l r ange
103 d i sp ( [ 'New Range = ' , s p r i n t f ( '%3.2 f ' , a c tua l r ange ) ] )
104 end
105
106 data . range ( num chans+1:num chans+length ( channe l s ) ) = . . .
107 ac tua l r ange ∗ ones (1 , l ength ( channe l s ) ) ;
108
109 a l l c h a nn e l s =[ a l l c h a nn e l s channe l s ] ;
110 num chans=num chans+length ( channe l s ) ;
111
112 data . channe l s = a l l c h a nn e l s ;
113
114
115 % Create a Channel Group co ta i n i ng a l l channe l s to s e t common parameters
116 [ s tatus , g i d g l o b a l ] = hpe1432 ( ' createChannelGroup ' , s e s s i on , num chans , a l l c h a nn e l s ) ;
117 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
118
119 % Assign block s i z e
120 BLOCKSIZE = samp s ize ; %length o f a c q u i s i t i o n
121 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' s e tB l o c k s i z e ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l ,BLOCKSIZE) ;
122 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
123
124 % Check Block S i z e
125 [ s tatus , a c t u a l b l o c k s i z e ] = hpe1432 ( ' g e tB l o ck s i z e ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l o b a l ) ; % Get the
block s i z e o f a l l a c t i v e channe l s
69
126 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
127 i f samp s ize 6=a c t u a l b l o c k s i z e




132 % Set c l o ck f requency to most c l o s e l y match sampling ra t e
133 va l idClockFreq =[40960 41938.6 44122.1 48000 49152 50000 51200 52400.9 61440 62500
64000 65536 66666.6 76800 78125 80000 81920 96000 98304 100000 102400 ] ;
134 p o s s i b l e c l o c k f r e q=samp rate ∗2 ;
135
136 whi l e p o s s i b l e c l o c k f r e q40960
137 p o s s i b l e c l o c k f r e q=p o s s i b l e c l o c k f r e q ∗2 ; %mult ip ly by 2 un t i l in range o f c l o ck
f r e qu en c i e s
138 end
139
140 round f req=val idClockFreq . / p o s s i b l e c l o c k f r e q ;
141 index=f i nd ( round f r eq==1) ;
142 i f isempty ( index )==1
143 d i sp ( ' I nva l i d Sampling Rate ' )
144 re turn
145 e l s e
146 ClockFreq=val idClockFreq ( index ) ;
147 end
148
149 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setClockFreq ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l , ClockFreq ) ;
150 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
151
152
153 % Set Span
154 SPAN = samp rate / 2 . 5 6 ; % s e t the SPAN ( sample ra t e /2 . 56 )
155 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setSpan ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l ,SPAN) ;
156 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
157
158 % Check Span
159 [ s tatus , a c tua l span ] = hpe1432 ( ' getSpan ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l o b a l ) ; % get the SPAN (
sample ra t e /2 . 56 )
160 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
161
162
163 i f samp rate 6=ac tua l span ∗2 .56




167 data . f s = actua l span ∗2 . 5 6 ;
168
169 % Set Data Acqu i s i t i on Mode to be Block Mode
170 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setDataMode ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l , 'BLOCKMODE ' ) ;
171 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
172
173 T ahead = 0 . 1 ; % s t a r t tak ing data T ahead seconds be f o r e the t r i g g e r event
174 sample de lay =  1∗T ahead∗ samp rate ;
175 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' s e tTr igge rDe lay ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l , sample de lay ) ;
176 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
177
178 % % Set Tr igger Mode to be Manual Tr igger Mode
179 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' setAutoTr igger ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l , 'MANUALTRIGGER ' ) ;
180 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
181
182 % I n i t i a l i z e the Measurement
183 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' in i tMeasure ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l o b a l ) ; % s t a r t measurement
184 hpe1432 check s ta tus ( s e s s i on , s t a tu s ) ;
185 d i sp ( ' I n i t i a l i z a t i o n Fin i shed ' ) ;
186 pause (1 ) ;
187
188 % Trigger the Measurement
189 % disp ( ' Acquir ing . . . ' )
190 % [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' t r iggerMeasure ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l , 'NO WAIT FLAG' ) ; %
manually t r i g g e r a block a c q u i s i t i o n o f a l l channe l s
191 [ s tatus , vo l tage , count ] = hpe1432 ( ' readFloat64Data ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l oba l , 'TIME DATA ' ,
BLOCKSIZE∗num chans , 'WAIT FLAG ' ) ;
192
193
194 data . output = reshape ( vo l tage ,BLOCKSIZE, num chans ) ;
195
196 data . time = 0∗2 . 56 : 1 / ( ac tua l span ∗2 .56 ) : ( samp size  1)/( ac tua l span ∗2 .56 ) ; % time
ax i s va lue s
197
198 f o r i =1:num chans
199
200 i f max(max( abs ( data . output ( : , i ) ) ) )>data . range ( i ) ∗1 .1




205 [ s t a tu s ] = hpe1432 ( ' f i n i shMeasure ' , s e s s i on , g i d g l o b a l ) ;




209 % Plot the S i gna l s
210 t = data . time ;
211 % Plot Input s i g n a l
212
213 f i g u r e (1 )
214 p l o t ( t , data . output ( : , 1 ) ) ;
215 x l ab e l ( ' time   s ec ' )
216 y l ab e l ( ' vo l tage ' )
217 t i t l e ( ' Input S i gna l ' )
218
219
220 f o r j = 1 :16
221 f i g u r e ( j +1)
222 subplot (411)
223 p l o t ( t , data . output ( : , ( j 1)∗4+2) ) ;
224 x l ab e l ( ' time   s e c ' )
225 y l ab e l ( ' vo l tage ' )
226 t i t l e ( [ ' S igna l from ch # ' num2str ( ( j 1)∗4+1) ] ) ;
227
228 subplot (412)
229 p l o t ( t , data . output ( : , ( j 1)∗4+3) ) ;
230 x l ab e l ( ' time   s e c ' )
231 y l ab e l ( ' vo l tage ' )
232 t i t l e ( [ ' S igna l from ch # ' num2str ( ( j 1)∗4+2) ] ) ;
233
234 subplot (413)
235 p l o t ( t , data . output ( : , ( j 1)∗4+4) ) ;
236 x l ab e l ( ' time   s e c ' )
237 y l ab e l ( ' vo l tage ' )
238 t i t l e ( [ ' S igna l from ch # ' num2str ( ( j 1)∗4+3) ] ) ;
239
240 subplot (414)
241 p l o t ( t , data . output ( : , ( j 1)∗4+5) ) ;
242 x l ab e l ( ' time   s e c ' )
243 y l ab e l ( ' vo l tage ' )




Appendix D. Data Processing for Peak Selection.
1
2 load ( ' 61 64.mat ' )
3 load ( ' source . mat ' )
4 s i g i n d = 4 ;
5
6   t = t (2 ) t (1 ) ;
7 f s = 1/  t ;
8
9 % Assume Measurements a f t e r 3 sec are pure no i s e
10 i nd no i s e = f i nd ( t>3) ;
11 Noise = y( ind no i s e , : ) ;
12 t n o i s e = t ( i nd no i s e ) ;
13
14 y f f t = f f t ( y ) . / l ength ( t ) ;
15 y n f f t = f f t ( Noise ) / l ength ( t n o i s e ) ;
16
17   f = f s / l ength ( t ) ;
18 f = 0 :  f : f s   f ;
19   f = f s / l ength ( t n o i s e ) ;
20 fn = 0 :  f : f s   f ;
21
22 % Compare the spectrum of the measurement and the no i s e
23 f i g u r e
24 p l o t ( f , abs ( y f f t ( : , s i g i n d ) ) )
25 t i t l e ( 'Measurement spectrum ' )
26 x l ab e l ( 'Frequency (Hz) ' )
27 y l ab e l ( 'Power Density (DB/Hz) ' )
28
29 f i g u r e
30 p l o t ( fn , abs ( y n f f t ( : , s i g i n d ) ) )
31 t i t l e ( ' Noise spectrum ' )
32 x l ab e l ( 'Frequency (Hz) ' )
33 y l ab e l ( 'Power Density (DB/Hz) ' )
34 % show time h i s t o r y be f o r e f i l t e r i n g
35 f i g u r e
36 p l o t ( t , y ( : , s i g i n d ) )
37
38 % des ign butterworth f i l t e r
39 [ b , a ] = butte r (3 , [ 700/5120 4200/5120 ] ) ;
40 f i g u r e
73
41 f r e q z (b , a ,700 ,10240)
42
43 % apply the f i l t e r
44 y t ind = f i l t f i l t (b , a , y ( : , s i g i n d ) ) ;
45
46 f i g u r e
47 p l o t ( t , y t ind ) ;
48
49 % apply f i l t e r to the input
50 ys = ys . ' ;
51 yts = f i l t f i l t (b , a , ys ) ;
52 f i g u r e
53 p l o t ( ts , y t s )
54
55 y f s = 1/ length ( yts ) ∗ f f t ( yt s ) ;
56 y f i nd = 1/ length ( y t ind ) ∗ f f t ( y t ind ) ;
57
58 avg power = 1/ length ( y f s ) ∗sum( abs ( y f s ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
59 ind sma l l = f i nd ( abs ( y f s )<1e 1∗ s q r t ( avg power ) ) ;
60 y f i nd ( ind sma l l ) = ze ro s ( l ength ( ind sma l l ) , 1 ) ;
61
62 Hf ind = y f i nd . / y f s ;
63
64 f i g u r e
65 p l o t ( f , abs ( Hf ind ) )
66 impu l s e r e s i nd = i f f t ( Hf ind ) ;
67 impu l s e r e s i nd = 1/max( impu l s e r e s i nd ) ∗ impu l s e r e s i nd ;
68 f i g u r e
69 p l o t ( t , impu l s e r e s i nd )
70 t i t l e ( ' Impulse Responses f o r Source and Microphone ' )
71 x l ab e l ( ' time ( s ) ' )
72 y l ab e l ( 'Amplitude ' )
73
74 impulse shape = impu l s e r e s i nd ( t>0.005371&t <0.006055) ;
75 [ r tau ] = xcorr ( impu l s e r e s i nd , impulse shape ) ;
76 tau=1/ f s ∗ tau ;
77 f i g u r e
78 p l o t ( tau , r )
79 t i t l e ( ' Cro s s c o r r e l a t i o n o f Impulse Responses f o r Source and Microphone ' )
80 x l ab e l ( ' time ( s ) ' )
81 y l ab e l ( 'Amplitude ' )
74
Appendix E. Peak Direction Analysis.
1
2 %Peak Di r e c t i on Ana lys i s
3
4 %In X d i r e c t i on , t RL&t RR
5 i =1:8 ;
6 pos x row1= [ x mic d (1 ,0+ i ) ] ;
7 pos x row1=pos x row1 ' ;
8 pos x row2= [ x mic d (9 ,8+ i ) ] ;
9 pos x row2=pos x row2 ' ;
10 pos x row3= [ x mic d (17 ,16+ i ) ] ;
11 pos x row3=pos x row3 ' ;
12 pos x row4= [ x mic d (25 ,24+ i ) ] ;
13 pos x row4=pos x row4 ' ;
14 pos x row5= [ x mic d (33 ,32+ i ) ] ;
15 pos x row5=pos x row5 ' ;
16 pos x row6= [ x mic d (41 ,40+ i ) ] ;
17 pos x row6=pos x row6 ' ;
18 pos x row7= [ x mic d (49 ,48+ i ) ] ;
19 pos x row7=pos x row7 ' ;
20 pos x row8= [ x mic d (57 ,56+ i ) ] ;
21 pos x row8=pos x row8 ' ;
22
23 peak x ana ly s i s r ow1 = . . .
24 [ [  t2 mic (1 ,0+ i ) ] ; [  t3 mic (1 ,0+ i ) ] ; [  t4 mic (1 ,0+ i ) ] ; [  t5 mic (1 ,0+ i ) ] ; [ 
t6 mic (1 ,0+ i ) ] ; [  t7 mic (1 ,0+ i ) ] ] ;
25 peak x ana ly s i s r ow1=peak x ana ly s i s row1 '
26
27 peak x ana ly s i s r ow2 = . . .
28 [ [  t2 mic (9 ,8+ i ) ] ; [  t3 mic (9 ,8+ i ) ] ; [  t4 mic (9 ,8+ i ) ] ; [  t5 mic (9 ,8+ i ) ] ; [ 
t6 mic (9 ,8+ i ) ] ; [  t7 mic (9 ,8+ i ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (9 ,0+ i , 9 ) ] ] ;
29 peak x ana ly s i s r ow2=peak x ana ly s i s row2 ' ;
30
31 peak x ana ly s i s r ow3 = . . .
32 [ [  t2 mic (17 ,16+ i ) ] ; [  t3 mic (17 ,16+ i ) ] ; [  t4 mic (17 ,16+ i ) ] ; [  t5 mic (17 ,16+ i )
] ; [  t6 mic (17 ,16+ i ) ] ; [  t7 mic (17 ,16+ i ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 1 7 ) ] ] ;
33 peak x ana ly s i s r ow3=peak x ana ly s i s row3 ' ;
34
35 peak x ana ly s i s r ow4 = . . .
36 [ [  t2 mic (25 ,24+ i ) ] ; [  t3 mic (25 ,24+ i ) ] ; [  t4 mic (25 ,24+ i ) ] ; [  t5 mic (25 ,24+ i )
] ; [  t6 mic (25 ,24+ i ) ] ; [  t7 mic (25 ,24+ i ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 2 5 ) ] ] ;
75
37 peak x ana ly s i s r ow4=peak x ana ly s i s row4 ' ;
38
39 peak x ana ly s i s r ow5 = . . .
40 [ [  t2 mic (33 ,32+ i ) ] ; [  t3 mic (33 ,32+ i ) ] ; [  t4 mic (33 ,32+ i ) ] ; [  t5 mic (33 ,32+ i )
] ; [  t6 mic (33 ,32+ i ) ] ; [  t7 mic (33 ,32+ i ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 3 3 ) ] ] ;
41 peak x ana ly s i s r ow5=peak x ana ly s i s row5 ' ;
42
43 peak x ana ly s i s r ow6 = . . .
44 [ [  t2 mic (41 ,40+ i ) ] ; [  t3 mic (41 ,40+ i ) ] ; [  t4 mic (41 ,40+ i ) ] ; [  t5 mic (41 ,40+ i )
] ; [  t6 mic (41 ,40+ i ) ] ; [  t7 mic (41 ,40+ i ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 4 1 ) ] ] ;
45 peak x ana ly s i s r ow6=peak x ana ly s i s row6 ' ;
46
47 peak x ana ly s i s r ow7 = . . .
48 [ [  t2 mic (49 ,48+ i ) ] ; [  t3 mic (49 ,48+ i ) ] ; [  t4 mic (49 ,48+ i ) ] ; [  t5 mic (49 ,48+ i )
] ; [  t6 mic (49 ,48+ i ) ] ; [  t7 mic (49 ,48+ i ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 4 9 ) ] ] ;
49 peak x ana ly s i s r ow7=peak x ana ly s i s row7 ' ;
50
51 peak x ana ly s i s r ow8 = . . .
52 [ [  t2 mic (57 ,56+ i ) ] ; [  t3 mic (57 ,56+ i ) ] ; [  t4 mic (57 ,56+ i ) ] ; [  t5 mic (57 ,56+ i )
] ; [  t6 mic (57 ,56+ i ) ] ; [  t7 mic (57 ,56+ i ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 5 7 ) ] ] ;
53 peak x ana ly s i s r ow8=peak x ana ly s i s row8 ' ;
54
55 f i g u r e (1 )
56 subplot (211)
57 p l o t ( pos x row1 , peak x ana ly s i s r ow1 ) ;
58 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
59 t i t l e ( 'Row1 X Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
60 x l ab e l ( '  x (m) ' )
61 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
62 subplot (212)
63 p l o t ( pos x row2 , peak x ana ly s i s r ow2 ) ;
64 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
65 t i t l e ( 'Row2 X Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
66 x l ab e l ( '  x (m) ' )
67 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
68
69 f i g u r e (2 )
70 subplot (211)
71 p l o t ( pos x row3 , peak x ana ly s i s r ow3 ) ;
72 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
73 t i t l e ( 'Row3 X Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
74 x l ab e l ( '  x (m) ' )
75 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
76 subplot (212)
76
77 p l o t ( pos x row4 , peak x ana ly s i s r ow4 ) ;
78 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
79 t i t l e ( 'Row4 X Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
80 x l ab e l ( '  x (m) ' )
81 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
82
83 f i g u r e (3 )
84 subplot (211)
85 p l o t ( pos x row5 , peak x ana ly s i s r ow5 ) ;
86 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
87 t i t l e ( 'Row5 X Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
88 x l ab e l ( '  x (m) ' )
89 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
90 subplot (212)
91 p l o t ( pos x row6 , peak x ana ly s i s r ow6 ) ;
92 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
93 t i t l e ( 'Row6 X Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
94 x l ab e l ( '  x (m) ' )
95 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
96
97 f i g u r e (4 )
98 subplot (211)
99 p l o t ( pos x row7 , peak x ana ly s i s r ow7 ) ;
100 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
101 t i t l e ( 'Row7 X Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
102 x l ab e l ( '  x (m) ' )
103 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
104 subplot (212)
105 p l o t ( pos x row8 , peak x ana ly s i s r ow8 ) ;
106 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
107 t i t l e ( 'Row8 X Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
108 x l ab e l ( '  x (m) ' )
109 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
110
111 %; [  t2 mic (0+ i , 9 ) ] ; [  t2 mic (0+ i , 1 7 ) ] ; [  t2 mic (0+ i , 2 5 ) ] ; [  t2 mic (0+ i , 3 3 ) ] ; [ 
t2 mic (0+ i , 4 1 ) ] ; . . .
112 %[  t2 mic (0+ i , 4 9 ) ] ; [  t2 mic (0+ i , 5 7 ) ] ] , . . .
113 %[ [  t3 mic (0+ i , 1 ) ] ; [  t3 mic (0+ i , 9 ) ] ; [  t3 mic (0+ i , 1 7 ) ] ; [  t3 mic (0+ i , 2 5 ) ] ; [ 
t3 mic (0+ i , 3 3 ) ] ; [  t3 mic (0+ i , 4 1 ) ] ; . . .
114 %[  t3 mic (0+ i , 4 9 ) ] ; [  t3 mic (0+ i , 5 7 ) ] ] , . . .
115 %[ [  t4 mic (0+ i , 1 ) ] ; [  t4 mic (0+ i , 9 ) ] ; [  t4 mic (0+ i , 1 7 ) ] ; [  t4 mic (0+ i , 2 5 ) ] ; [ 
t4 mic (0+ i , 3 3 ) ] ; [  t4 mic (0+ i , 4 1 ) ] ; . . .
116 %[  t4 mic (0+ i , 4 9 ) ] ; [  t4 mic (0+ i , 5 7 ) ] ] , . . .
77
117 %[ [  t5 mic (0+ i , 1 ) ] ; [  t5 mic (0+ i , 9 ) ] ; [  t5 mic (0+ i , 1 7 ) ] ; [  t5 mic (0+ i , 2 5 ) ] ; [ 
t5 mic (0+ i , 3 3 ) ] ; [  t5 mic (0+ i , 4 1 ) ] ; . . .
118 %[  t5 mic (0+ i , 4 9 ) ] ; [  t5 mic (0+ i , 5 7 ) ] ] , . . .
119 %[ [  t6 mic (0+ i , 1 ) ] ; [  t6 mic (0+ i , 9 ) ] ; [  t6 mic (0+ i , 1 7 ) ] ; [  t6 mic (0+ i , 2 5 ) ] ; [ 
t6 mic (0+ i , 3 3 ) ] ; [  t6 mic (0+ i , 4 1 ) ] ; . . .
120 %[  t6 mic (0+ i , 4 9 ) ] ; [  t6 mic (0+ i , 5 7 ) ] ] , . . .
121 %[ [  t7 mic (0+ i , 1 ) ] ; [  t7 mic (0+ i , 9 ) ] ; [  t7 mic (0+ i , 1 7 ) ] ; [  t7 mic (0+ i , 2 5 ) ] ; [ 
t7 mic (0+ i , 3 3 ) ] ; [  t7 mic (0+ i , 4 1 ) ] ; . . .
122 %[  t7 mic (0+ i , 4 9 ) ] ; [  t7 mic (0+ i , 5 7 ) ] ] ] ;
123
124 %In Z d i r e c t i on , t RT&t RBt
125 j =1 :8 : 57 ;
126 po s z c o l 1= [ z mic d (1 ,0+ j ) ] ;
127 po s z c o l 1=pos z co l 1 ' ;
128 po s z c o l 2= [ z mic d (2 ,1+ j ) ] ;
129 po s z c o l 2=pos z co l 2 ' ;
130 po s z c o l 3= [ z mic d (3 ,2+ j ) ] ;
131 po s z c o l 3=pos z co l 3 ' ;
132 po s z c o l 4= [ z mic d (4 ,3+ j ) ] ;
133 po s z c o l 4=pos z co l 4 ' ;
134 po s z c o l 5= [ z mic d (5 ,4+ j ) ] ;
135 po s z c o l 5=pos z co l 5 ' ;
136 po s z c o l 6= [ z mic d (6 ,5+ j ) ] ;
137 po s z c o l 6=pos z co l 6 ' ;
138 po s z c o l 7= [ z mic d (7 ,6+ j ) ] ;
139 po s z c o l 7=pos z co l 7 ' ;
140 po s z c o l 8= [ z mic d (8 ,7+ j ) ] ;
141 po s z c o l 8=pos z co l 8 ' ;
142
143 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 1 = . . .
144 [ [  t2 mic (1 ,0+ j ) ] ; [  t3 mic (1 ,0+ j ) ] ; [  t4 mic (1 ,0+ i ) ] ; [  t5 mic (1 ,0+ i ) ] ; [ 
t6 mic (1 ,0+ i ) ] ; [  t7 mic (1 ,0+ i ) ] ] ;
145 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 1=peak z ana l y s i s c o l 1 '
146
147 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 2 = . . .
148 [ [  t2 mic (2 ,1+ j ) ] ; [  t3 mic (2 ,1+ j ) ] ; [  t4 mic (2 ,1+ j ) ] ; [  t5 mic (2 ,1+ j ) ] ; [ 
t6 mic (2 ,1+ j ) ] ; [  t7 mic (2 ,1+ j ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (9 ,0+ i , 9 ) ] ] ;
149 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 2=peak z ana l y s i s c o l 2 ' ;
150
151 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 3 = . . .
152 [ [  t2 mic (3 ,2+ j ) ] ; [  t3 mic (3 ,2+ j ) ] ; [  t4 mic (3 ,2+ j ) ] ; [  t5 mic (3 ,2+ j ) ] ; [ 
t6 mic (3 ,2+ j ) ] ; [  t7 mic (3 ,2+ j ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 1 7 ) ] ] ;
153 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 3=peak z ana l y s i s c o l 3 ' ;
154
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155 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 4 = . . .
156 [ [  t2 mic (4 ,3+ j ) ] ; [  t3 mic (4 ,3+ j ) ] ; [  t4 mic (4 ,3+ j ) ] ; [  t5 mic (4 ,3+ j ) ] ; [ 
t6 mic (4 ,3+ j ) ] ; [  t7 mic (4 ,3+ j ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 2 5 ) ] ] ;
157 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 4=peak z ana l y s i s c o l 4 ' ;
158
159 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 5 = . . .
160 [ [  t2 mic (5 ,4+ j ) ] ; [  t3 mic (5 ,4+ j ) ] ; [  t4 mic (5 ,4+ j ) ] ; [  t5 mic (5 ,4+ j ) ] ; [ 
t6 mic (5 ,4+ j ) ] ; [  t7 mic (5 ,4+ j ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 3 3 ) ] ] ;
161 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 5=peak z ana l y s i s c o l 5 ' ;
162
163 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 6 = . . .
164 [ [  t2 mic (6 ,5+ j ) ] ; [  t3 mic (6 ,5+ j ) ] ; [  t4 mic (6 ,5+ j ) ] ; [  t5 mic (6 ,5+ j ) ] ; [ 
t6 mic (6 ,5+ j ) ] ; [  t7 mic (6 ,5+ j ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 4 1 ) ] ] ;
165 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 6=peak z ana l y s i s c o l 6 ' ;
166
167 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 7 = . . .
168 [ [  t2 mic (7 ,6+ j ) ] ; [  t3 mic (7 ,6+ j ) ] ; [  t4 mic (7 ,6+ j ) ] ; [  t5 mic (7 ,6+ j ) ] ; [ 
t6 mic (7 ,6+ j ) ] ; [  t7 mic (7 ,6+ j ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 4 9 ) ] ] ;
169 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 7=peak z ana l y s i s c o l 7 ' ;
170
171 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 8 = . . .
172 [ [  t2 mic (8 ,7+ j ) ] ; [  t3 mic (8 ,7+ j ) ] ; [  t4 mic (8 ,7+ j ) ] ; [  t5 mic (8 ,7+ j ) ] ; [ 
t6 mic (8 ,7+ j ) ] ; [  t7 mic (8 ,7+ j ) ] ] ;% , [  t2 mic (0+ i , 5 7 ) ] ] ;
173 p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 8=peak z ana l y s i s c o l 8 ' ;
174
175 f i g u r e (5 )
176 subplot (211)
177 p l o t ( po s z co l 1 , p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 1 ) ;
178 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
179 t i t l e ( 'Col1 Z Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
180 x l ab e l ( '  z (m) ' )
181 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
182 subplot (212)
183 p l o t ( po s z co l 2 , p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 2 ) ;
184 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
185 t i t l e ( 'Col2 Z Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
186 x l ab e l ( '  z (m) ' )
187 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
188
189 f i g u r e (6 )
190 subplot (211)
191 p l o t ( po s z co l 3 , p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 3 ) ;
192 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
193 t i t l e ( 'Col3 Z Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
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194 x l ab e l ( '  z (m) ' )
195 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
196 subplot (212)
197 p l o t ( po s z co l 4 , p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 4 ) ;
198 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
199 t i t l e ( 'Col4 Z Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
200 x l ab e l ( '  z (m) ' )
201 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
202
203 f i g u r e (7 )
204 subplot (211)
205 p l o t ( po s z co l 5 , p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 5 ) ;
206 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
207 t i t l e ( 'Col5 Z Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
208 x l ab e l ( '  z (m) ' )
209 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
210 subplot (212)
211 p l o t ( po s z co l 6 , p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 6 ) ;
212 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
213 t i t l e ( 'Col6 Z Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
214 x l ab e l ( '  z (m) ' )
215 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
216
217 f i g u r e (8 )
218 subplot (211)
219 p l o t ( po s z co l 7 , p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 7 ) ;
220 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
221 t i t l e ( 'Col7 Z Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
222 x l ab e l ( '  z (m) ' )
223 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
224 subplot (212)
225 p l o t ( po s z co l 8 , p e a k z a n a l y s i s c o l 8 ) ;
226 legend ( ' 2nd ' , ' 3 rd ' , ' 4 th ' , ' 5 th ' , ' 6 th ' , ' 7 th ' ) ;
227 t i t l e ( 'Col8 Z Di r e c t i on Peak Ana lys i s ' )
228 x l ab e l ( '  z (m) ' )
229 y l ab e l ( '  t ( s ) ' )
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Appendix F. Model Estimates and Verifications.
1
2 %Math Model& Error percentage
3
4 %Least Sqaures f o r Rs
5
6 %Estimated C us ing data
7
8 Est c =((peak2 '∗ peak2 ) .ˆ( 1)∗peak2 '∗ R2 theo+(peak3 '∗ peak3 ) .ˆ( 1)∗peak3 '∗ R3 theo+(peak4
'∗ peak4 ) .ˆ( 1)∗peak4 '∗ R4 theo + . . .
9 ( peak5 '∗ peak5 ) .ˆ( 1)∗peak5 '∗ R5 theo+(peak6 '∗ peak6 ) .ˆ( 1)∗peak6 '∗ R6 theo+(peak7 '∗
peak7 ) .ˆ( 1)∗peak7 '∗ R7 theo . . .
10 +(peak2 13 '∗ peak2 13 ) .ˆ( 1)∗peak2 13 '∗ R2 theo13+(peak3 13 '∗ peak3 13 ) .ˆ( 1)∗
peak3 13 '∗ R3 theo13+(peak4 13 '∗ peak4 13 ) .ˆ( 1)∗peak4 13 '∗ R4 theo13 + . . .
11 ( peak5 13 '∗ peak5 13 ) .ˆ( 1)∗peak5 13 '∗ R5 theo13+(peak6 13 '∗ peak6 13 ) .ˆ( 1)∗
peak6 13 '∗ R6 theo13+(peak7 13 '∗ peak7 13 ) .ˆ( 1)∗peak7 13 '∗ R7 theo13 ) /12 ;
12
13 %Peak in fo rmat ion : pk2=tBT ; pk3=tB ; pk4=tL ; pk5=tT ; pk6=tF ; pk7=tR ;
14
15 %pos12&13
16 %Estimation in Length (L) and source l o c a t i o n in x ( a )
17 %Use microphone 1 as r e f e r en c e , compare a l l o ther 63 mircophones to i t
18
19 R2=peak2∗Est c ; %second peak time ; R from bottom
20 R3=peak3∗Est c ; %th r i d peak time ; R from back
21 R4=peak4∗Est c ; %four th peak time ; R from l e f t
22 R5=peak5∗Est c ; %f i f t h peak time ; R from top
23 R6=peak6∗Est c ; %s i x th peak time ; R from f r on t
24 R7=peak7∗Est c ; %seventh peak time ; R from r i gh t
25
26 R2 13=peak2 13 ∗Est c ; %second peak time ; R from bottom
27 R3 13=peak3 13 ∗Est c ; %th r i d peak time ; R from back
28 R4 13=peak4 13 ∗Est c ; %four th peak time ; R from l e f t
29 R5 13=peak5 13 ∗Est c ; %f i f t h peak time ; R from top
30 R6 13=peak6 13 ∗Est c ; %s i x th peak time ; R from f r on t
31 R7 13=peak7 13 ∗Est c ; %seventh peak time ; R from r i gh t
32
33 r=1;
34 whi l e r64
35 f o r q=1:64
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36 a ( r , q )=( (power (R4(q ) ,2 ) power (R4( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos x (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos x ( r ) , 2 )
)+(power ( micpos y (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos y ( r ) , 2 ) ) . . .
37 +(power ( micpos z ( q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos z ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos x ( r ) micpos x (q ) ) ) ;
38 a ( r , q )=a ( r , q ) ;
39
40 a theo ( r , q )=( (power ( R4 theo (q ) ,2 ) power ( R4 theo ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos x (q ) ,2 ) power
( micpos x ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos y (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos y ( r ) , 2 ) ) . . .
41 +(power ( micpos z ( q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos z ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos x ( r ) micpos x (q ) ) ) ;
42 a theo ( r , q )=a theo ( r , q ) ;
43
44 a13 ( r , q )=( (power (R4 13 (q ) ,2 ) power (R4 13 ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos x13 (q ) ,2 ) power (
micpos x13 ( r ) ,2 ) )+(power ( micpos y13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos y13 ( r ) ,2 ) ) . . .
45 +(power ( micpos z13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos z13 ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos x13 ( r ) micpos x13 (q
) ) ) ;
46 a13 ( r , q )=a13 ( r , q ) ;
47
48 a13 theo ( r , q )=( (power ( R4 theo13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( R4 theo13 ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos x13 (q )
,2 ) power ( micpos x13 ( r ) ,2 ) )+(power ( micpos y13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos y13 ( r ) ,2 ) ) . . .
49 +(power ( micpos z13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos z13 ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos x13 ( r ) micpos x13 (q
) ) ) ;
50 a13 theo ( r , q )=a13 theo ( r , q ) ;
51
52 L( r , q )= ( (power (R4(q ) ,2 ) power (R4( r ) , 2 ) )+(power (R7(q ) ,2 ) power (R7( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ (
micpos x ( r ) micpos x (q ) ) ) ;
53
54 L( r , q )=L( r , q ) ;
55
56 L13 ( r , q )= ( (power (R4 13 (q ) ,2 ) power (R4 13 ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power (R7 13 (q ) ,2 ) power (R7 13 ( r )
, 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos x13 ( r ) micpos x13 (q ) ) ) ;
57
58 L13 ( r , q )=L13 ( r , q ) ;
59
60 L theo ( r , q )= ( (power ( R4 theo (q ) ,2 ) power ( R4 theo ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( R7 theo (q ) ,2 ) power
( R7 theo ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos x ( r ) micpos x (q ) ) ) ;
61
62 L theo ( r , q )=L theo ( r , q ) ;
63
64 L theo13 ( r , q )= ( (power ( R4 theo13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( R4 theo13 ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( R7 theo13 (q )
,2 ) power ( R7 theo13 ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos x13 ( r ) micpos x13 (q ) ) ) ;
65
66 L theo13 ( r , q )=L theo13 ( r , q ) ;
67
68 c ( r , q )=( (power (R2(q ) ,2 ) power (R2( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos x (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos x ( r ) , 2 )
)+(power ( micpos y (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos y ( r ) , 2 ) ) . . .
82
69 +(power ( micpos z ( q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos z ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos z ( r ) micpos z ( q ) ) ) ;
70 c ( r , q )=c ( r , q ) ;
71
72 c theo ( r , q )=( (power ( R2 theo (q ) ,2 ) power ( R2 theo ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos x (q ) ,2 ) power
( micpos x ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos y (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos y ( r ) , 2 ) ) . . .
73 +(power ( micpos z ( q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos z ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos z ( r ) micpos z ( q ) ) ) ;
74 c theo ( r , q )=c theo ( r , q ) ;
75
76 c13 ( r , q )=( (power (R2 13 (q ) ,2 ) power (R2 13 ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos x13 (q ) ,2 ) power (
micpos x13 ( r ) ,2 ) )+(power ( micpos y13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos y13 ( r ) ,2 ) ) . . .
77 +(power ( micpos z13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos z13 ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos z13 ( r ) micpos z13 (q
) ) ) ;
78 c13 ( r , q )=c13 ( r , q ) ;
79
80 H( r , q )= ( (power (R2(q ) ,2 ) power (R2( r ) , 2 ) )+(power (R5(q ) ,2 ) power (R5( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ (
micpos z ( r ) micpos z ( q ) ) ) ;
81
82 H( r , q )=H( r , q ) ;
83
84 H theo ( r , q )= ( (power ( R2 theo (q ) ,2 ) power ( R2 theo ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( R5 theo (q ) ,2 ) power
( R5 theo ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos z ( r ) micpos z ( q ) ) ) ;
85
86 H theo ( r , q )=H theo ( r , q ) ;
87
88 H13( r , q )= ( (power (R2 13 (q ) ,2 ) power (R2 13 ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power (R5 13 (q ) ,2 ) power (R5 13 ( r )
, 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos z13 ( r ) micpos z13 (q ) ) ) ;
89
90 H13( r , q )=H13( r , q ) ;
91
92 b( r , q )=( (power (R6 13 (q ) ,2 ) power (R6( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos x13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos x (
r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos y13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos y ( r ) , 2 ) ) . . .
93 +(power ( micpos z13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos z ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos y ( r ) micpos y13 (q ) ) ) ;
94 b( r , q )=b( r , q ) ;
95
96 b theo ( r , q )=( (power ( R6 theo13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( R6 theo ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos x13 (q ) ,2 ) 
power ( micpos x ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( micpos y13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos y ( r ) , 2 ) ) . . .
97 +(power ( micpos z13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( micpos z ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos y ( r ) micpos y13 (q ) ) ) ;
98 b theo ( r , q )=b theo ( r , q ) ;
99
100 W( r , q )= ( (power (R6 13 (q ) ,2 ) power (R6( r ) , 2 ) )+(power (R3 13 (q ) ,2 ) power (R3( r ) , 2 ) ) )
/(4∗ ( micpos y ( r ) micpos y13 (q ) ) ) ;
101
102 % W( r , q )= ( (power ( R6 theo13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( R6 theo ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( R3 theo13 (q ) ,2 ) power
( R3 theo ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos y ( r ) micpos y13 (q ) ) ) ;
83
103
104 W( r , q )=W( r , q ) ;
105
106 W theo ( r , q )= ( (power ( R6 theo13 (q ) ,2 ) power ( R6 theo ( r ) , 2 ) )+(power ( R3 theo13 (q ) ,2 ) 
power ( R3 theo ( r ) , 2 ) ) ) /(4∗ ( micpos y ( r ) micpos y13 (q ) ) ) ;





112 %Least squares e s t imat i on f o r g e o l o c a t i on
113 % a exp=ones (64) . ∗ 3 . 4 ;
114 a exp =3.4 ;
115 b exp =4.3 ;
116 c exp =1.65;
117 W exp=6;
118 L exp=7.8 ;
119 H exp=5;
120
121 %Removing NAN in matr ixes
122 nan a=isnan ( a ) ;
123 a ( nan a )=0;
124 i n f a=i s i n f ( a ) ;
125 a ( i n f a )=0;
126 %co e f a=(a '∗ a ) .ˆ( 1)∗a '∗ a exp ;
127 a f i n a l=nonzeros ( a ) ;
128 %a f i n a l=reshape ( a f i n a l , 6 4 , 56 ) ;
129 c o e f a=a f i n a l ' . ˆ (  1) ∗ a exp ;
130 E a=mean( a f i n a l ) ;
131 %
132 % o=1;
133 % whi le o3584
134 % var a ( o )=( a f i n a l ( o ) E a ) ˆ2 ;
135 % var a ( o )=var a ( o ) ;
136 % %std a ( o )=sq r t ( abs ( var a ( o ) ) ) ;
137 % weight a ( o )=1/var a ( o ) ;




142 E aw=sum( weight a ∗ a f i n a l ) /sum( weight a ) ;
143 E coef aw=sum( weight a ∗ coe f a ' ) /sum( weight a ) ;
144
145 nan L=isnan (L) ;
84
146 L( nan L )=0;
147 i n f L=i s i n f (L) ;
148 L( i n f L )=0;
149 %co e f a=(a '∗ a ) .ˆ( 1)∗a '∗ a exp ;
150 L f i n a l=nonzeros (L) ;
151 %L f i n a l=reshape ( L f i n a l , 6 4 , 5 6 ) ;
152 coe f L=L f i n a l ' . ˆ (  1) ∗L exp ;
153 o=1;
154 whi l e o3584
155 var L ( o )=( L f i n a l ( o ) L exp ) ˆ2 ;
156 var L ( o )=var L ( o ) ;
157 std L ( o )=sq r t ( abs ( var L ( o ) ) ) ;





163 E Lw=sum( weight L ∗ L f i n a l ) /sum( weight L ) ;
164 E coef Lw=sum( weight L ∗ coe f L ' ) /sum( weight L ) ;
165
166 %coe f L avg=mean( coe f L ) ;
167 %l s qua r e a=a .∗ c o e f a avg ;
168
169
170 %co e f a=(a '∗ a ) .ˆ( 1)∗a '∗ a exp ;
171 b f i n a l=reshape (b , 4096 , 1 ) ;
172 co e f b=b f i n a l ' . ˆ (  1) ∗b exp ;
173 coe f b avg=mean( co e f b ) ;
174
175 W final=reshape (W,4096 , 1 ) ;
176 coef W=W final ' . ˆ (  1) ∗W exp ;
177 coef W avg=mean( coef W ) ;
178
179 o=1;
180 whi l e o4096
181 var b ( o )=( b f i n a l ( o ) b exp ) ˆ2 ;
182 var b ( o )=var b ( o ) ;
183 s td b ( o )=sq r t ( abs ( var b ( o ) ) ) ;
184 weight b ( o )=1/std b ( o ) ;
185
186 var W(o )=(W final ( o ) W exp) ˆ2 ;
187 var W(o )=var W(o ) ;
188 std W(o )=sq r t ( abs (var W(o ) ) ) ;






194 E bw=sum( weight b ∗ b f i n a l ) /sum( weight b ) ;
195 E coef bw=sum( weight b ∗ coe f b ' ) /sum( weight b ) ;
196
197 EWw=sum(weight W∗W final ) /sum(weight W) ;
198 E coef Ww=sum(weight W∗coef W ' ) /sum(weight W) ;
199
200 nan c=isnan ( c ) ;
201 c ( nan c )=0;
202 i n f c=i s i n f ( c ) ;
203 c ( i n f c )=0;
204 %co e f a=(a '∗ a ) .ˆ( 1)∗a '∗ a exp ;
205 c f i n a l=nonzeros ( c ) ;
206 %c f i n a l=reshape ( a f i n a l , 6 4 , 56 ) ;
207 c o e f c=c f i n a l ' . ˆ (  1) ∗ c exp ;
208 %co e f c avg=mean( c o e f c ) ;
209
210 nan H=isnan (H) ;
211 H(nan H)=0;
212 in f H=i s i n f (H) ;
213 H( in f H )=0;
214 %co e f a=(a '∗ a ) .ˆ( 1)∗a '∗ a exp ;
215 H f i n a l=nonzeros (H) ;
216 %c f i n a l=reshape ( a f i n a l , 6 4 , 56 ) ;
217 coef H=H f ina l ' . ˆ (  1) ∗H exp ;




222 whi l e o3584
223 var c ( o )=( c f i n a l ( o ) c exp ) ˆ2 ;
224 var c ( o )=var c ( o ) ;
225 s td c ( o )=sq r t ( abs ( var c ( o ) ) ) ;







233 whi l e o3576
86
234 var H ( o )=(H f i n a l ( o ) H exp ) ˆ2 ;
235 var H ( o )=var H ( o ) ;
236 std H ( o )=sq r t ( abs ( var H ( o ) ) ) ;





242 E cw=sum( we ight c ∗ c f i n a l ) /sum( we ight c ) ;
243 E coef cw=sum( we ight c ∗ co e f c ' ) /sum( we ight c ) ;
244
245 E Hw=sum( weight H∗H f i n a l ) /sum( weight H ) ;




250 % whi le r64
251 % f o r q=1:64









261 whi l e r64
262 e r r o r 2 ( r )=abs ( (R2( r ) R2 theo ( r ) ) ) /R2( r ) ∗100 ;
263 e r r o r 3 ( r )=abs ( (R3( r ) R3 theo ( r ) ) ) /R3( r ) ∗100 ;
264 e r r o r 4 ( r )=abs ( (R4( r ) R4 theo ( r ) ) ) /R4( r ) ∗100 ;
265 e r r o r 5 ( r )=abs ( (R5( r ) R5 theo ( r ) ) ) /R5( r ) ∗100 ;
266 e r r o r 6 ( r )=abs ( (R6( r ) R6 theo ( r ) ) ) /R6( r ) ∗100 ;








4 %Removing NAN in matr ixes
5 nan a=isnan ( a ) ;
6 a ( nan a )=0;
7 i n f a=i s i n f ( a ) ;
8 a ( i n f a )=0;
9 %co e f a=(a '∗ a ) .ˆ( 1)∗a '∗ a exp ;
10 a f i n a l=nonzeros ( a ) ;
11 %a f i n a l=reshape ( a f i n a l , 6 4 , 56 ) ;
12 c o e f a=a f i n a l ' . ˆ (  1) ∗ a exp ;
13 E a=mean( a f i n a l ) ;
14
15 o=1;
16 whi l e o3584
17 weight Ea ( o )=1/abs ( a f i n a l ( o ) a exp ) ;
18 o=o+1;
19 end




24 whi l e o3584
25 var a ( o )=( a f i n a l ( o ) E a ) ˆ2 ;
26 var a ( o )=var a ( o ) ;
27 s td a ( o )=sq r t ( abs ( var a ( o ) ) ) ;
28 weight a ( o )=1/var a ( o ) ;
29 %error E aw ( o ) =(1/3584∗( a f i n a l ( o ) a exp ) ) ˆ2 ;





35 whi l e o3584
36 error E aw ( o )=(weight a ( o ) /sum( weight a ) ∗( a f i n a l ( o ) a exp ) ) ˆ2 ;





41 E aw=sum( weight a ∗ a f i n a l ) /sum( weight a ) ;
42 var aw=sum( power ( weight a , 2 ) ) ∗power ( var a ' , 2 ) /(sum( weight a ) ) ˆ2 ;
43 E coef aw=sum( weight a ∗ coe f a ' ) /sum( weight a ) ;
44 sum error E aw=sum( error E aw ) ;
45 e r r o r E aw f i n a l=sq r t ( sum error E aw ) ;
46
47 % o=1;
48 % whi le o3584
49 % var a1 ( o )=( a f i n a l ( o ) E aw1 ) ˆ2 ;
50 % var a1 ( o )=var a1 ( o ) ;
51 % %std a ( o )=sq r t ( abs ( var a ( o ) ) ) ;
52 % weight a1 ( o )=1/var a1 ( o ) ;
53 % error E aw ( o )=1/3584∗( a f i n a l ( o ) a exp ) ˆ2 ;




58 % E aw2=sum( weight a1 ∗ a f i n a l ) /sum( weight a1 ) ;
59 % E coef aw1=sum( weight a1 ∗ coe f a ' ) /sum( weight a1 ) ;
60 % sum error E aw=sum( error E aw ) ;
61 % e r r o r E aw f i n a l=sq r t ( sum error E aw ) ;
62
63
64 nan L=isnan (L) ;
65 L( nan L )=0;
66 i n f L=i s i n f (L) ;
67 L( i n f L )=0;
68 %co e f a=(a '∗ a ) .ˆ( 1)∗a '∗ a exp ;
69 L f i n a l=nonzeros (L) ;
70 %L f i n a l=reshape ( L f i n a l , 6 4 , 5 6 ) ;
71 coe f L=L f i n a l ' . ˆ (  1) ∗L exp ;
72 E L=mean( L f i n a l ) ;
73
74 o=1;
75 whi l e o3584
76 weight EL ( o )=1/abs ( L f i n a l ( o ) L exp ) ;
77 o=o+1;
78 end
79 E L=sum( weight EL∗ L f i n a l ) /sum( weight EL ) ;
80
81 o=1;
82 whi l e o3584
83 var L ( o )=( L f i n a l ( o ) E L) ˆ2 ;
84 var L ( o )=var L ( o ) ;
89
85 %std L ( o )=sq r t ( abs ( var L ( o ) ) ) ;
86 weight L ( o )=1/var L ( o ) ;
87 %error E Lw ( o ) =(1/3584∗( L f i n a l ( o ) L exp ) ) ˆ2 ;





93 whi l e o3584
94 error E Lw ( o )=(weight L ( o ) /sum( weight L ) ∗( L f i n a l ( o ) L exp ) ) ˆ2 ;




99 E Lw=sum( weight L ∗ L f i n a l ) /sum( weight L ) ;
100 E coef Lw=sum( weight L ∗ coe f L ' ) /sum( weight L ) ;
101 var Lw=sum( power ( weight L , 2 ) ) ∗power ( var L ' , 2 ) /(sum( weight L ) ) ˆ2 ;
102 sum error E Lw=sum( error E Lw ) ;
103 e r r o r E Lw f i n a l=sq r t ( sum error E Lw ) ;
104
105
106 b f i n a l=reshape (b , 4096 , 1 ) ;
107 %E b=mean( b f i n a l ) ;
108 co e f b=b f i n a l ' . ˆ (  1) ∗b exp ;
109 coe f b avg=mean( co e f b ) ;
110 o=1;
111 whi l e o4096
112 weight Eb ( o )=1/abs ( b f i n a l ( o ) b exp ) ;
113 o=o+1;
114 end
115 E b=sum( weight Eb∗ b f i n a l ) /sum( weight Eb ) ;
116
117
118 W final=reshape (W,4096 , 1 ) ;
119 %EW=mean(W final ) ;
120 coef W=W final ' . ˆ (  1) ∗W exp ;
121 coef W avg=mean( coef W ) ;
122 o=1;
123 whi l e o4096
124 weight EW(o )=1/abs (W final ( o ) W exp) ;
125 o=o+1;
126 end





131 whi l e o4096
132 var b ( o )=( b f i n a l ( o ) E b ) ˆ2 ;
133 var b ( o )=var b ( o ) ;
134 %std b ( o )=sq r t ( abs ( var b ( o ) ) ) ;
135 weight b ( o )=1/var b ( o ) ;
136 %error E bw ( o ) =(1/3584∗( b f i n a l ( o ) b exp ) ) ˆ2 ;
137 %error E bw ( o )=error E bw ( o ) ;
138
139 var W(o )=(W final ( o ) EW) ˆ2 ;
140 var W(o )=var W(o ) ;
141 %std W(o )=sq r t ( abs (var W(o ) ) ) ;
142 weight W(o )=1/var W(o ) ;
143 %error E Ww (o ) =(1/3584∗(W final ( o ) W exp) ) ˆ2 ;







151 whi l e o4096
152 error E bw ( o )=(weight b ( o ) /sum( weight b ) ∗( b f i n a l ( o ) b exp ) ) ˆ2 ;
153 error E bw ( o )=error E bw ( o ) ;
154 error E Ww (o )=(weight W(o ) /sum(weight W) ∗( W final ( o ) W exp) ) ˆ2 ;




159 E bw=sum( weight b ∗ b f i n a l ) /sum( weight b ) ;
160 E coef bw=sum( weight b ∗ coe f b ' ) /sum( weight b ) ;
161 var bw=sum( power ( weight b , 2 ) ) ∗power ( var b ' , 2 ) /(sum( weight b ) ) ˆ2 ;
162 sum error E bw=sum( error E bw ) ;
163 e r r o r E bw f i n a l=sq r t ( sum error E bw ) ;
164
165 EWw=sum(weight W∗W final ) /sum(weight W) ;
166 E coef Ww=sum(weight W∗coef W ' ) /sum(weight W) ;
167 var Ww=sum( power (weight W , 2 ) ) ∗power (var W ' , 2 ) /(sum(weight W) ) ˆ2 ;
168 sum error E Ww=sum( error E Ww ) ;
169 error E Ww f ina l=sq r t ( sum error E Ww ) ;
170
171 nan c=isnan ( c ) ;
172 c ( nan c )=0;
91
173 i n f c=i s i n f ( c ) ;
174 c ( i n f c )=0;
175 %co e f a=(a '∗ a ) .ˆ( 1)∗a '∗ a exp ;
176 c f i n a l=nonzeros ( c ) ;
177 %c f i n a l=reshape ( a f i n a l , 6 4 , 56 ) ;
178 c o e f c=c f i n a l ' . ˆ (  1) ∗ c exp ;
179 %co e f c avg=mean( c o e f c ) ;
180 o=1;
181 whi l e o3584
182 weight Ec ( o )=1/abs ( c f i n a l ( o ) c exp ) ;
183 o=o+1;
184 end
185 E c=sum( weight Ec ∗ c f i n a l ) /sum( weight Ec ) ;
186
187
188 nan H=isnan (H) ;
189 H(nan H)=0;
190 in f H=i s i n f (H) ;
191 H( in f H )=0;
192 %co e f a=(a '∗ a ) .ˆ( 1)∗a '∗ a exp ;
193 H f i n a l=nonzeros (H) ;
194 %c f i n a l=reshape ( a f i n a l , 6 4 , 56 ) ;
195 coef H=H f ina l ' . ˆ (  1) ∗H exp ;
196 %coe f H avg=mean( coef H ) ;
197 o=1;
198 whi l e o3576
199 weight EH ( o )=1/abs ( H f i n a l ( o ) H exp ) ;
200 o=o+1;
201 end




206 whi l e o3584
207 var c ( o )=( c f i n a l ( o ) E c ) ˆ2 ;
208 var c ( o )=var c ( o ) ;
209 %s td c ( o )=sq r t ( abs ( var c ( o ) ) ) ;
210 we ight c ( o )=1/var c ( o ) ;
211 %error E cw ( o ) =(1/3584∗( c f i n a l ( o ) c exp ) ) ˆ2 ;






217 whi l e o3584
218 error E cw ( o )=(we ight c ( o ) /sum( we ight c ) ∗( c f i n a l ( o ) c exp ) ) ˆ2 ;





224 whi l e o3576
225 var H ( o )=(H f i n a l ( o ) E H) ˆ2 ;
226 var H ( o )=var H ( o ) ;
227 %s td c ( o )=sq r t ( abs ( var c ( o ) ) ) ;
228 we ight c ( o )=1/var c ( o ) ;
229 %error E cw ( o ) =(1/3584∗( c f i n a l ( o ) c exp ) ) ˆ2 ;





235 whi l e o3576
236 error E Hw ( o )=(weight H ( o ) /sum( weight H ) ∗( H f i n a l ( o ) H exp ) ) ˆ2 ;





242 %E coef Ww=sum(weight W∗coef W ' ) /sum(weight W) ;
243
244 E cw=sum( we ight c ∗ c f i n a l ) /sum( we ight c ) ;
245 E coef cw=sum( we ight c ∗ co e f c ' ) /sum( we ight c ) ;
246 var cw=sum( power ( weight c , 2 ) ∗power ( var c ' , 2 ) ) /(sum( we ight c ) ) ˆ2 ;
247 sum error E cw=sum( error E cw ) ;
248 e r r o r E cw f i n a l=sq r t ( sum error E cw ) ;
249
250 E Hw=sum( weight H∗H f i n a l ) /sum( weight H ) ;
251 E coef Hw=sum( weight H∗ coef H ' ) /sum( weight H ) ;
252 var Hw=sum( power ( weight H , 2 ) ∗power ( var H ' , 2 ) ) /(sum( weight H ) ) ˆ2 ;
253 sum error E Hw=sum( error E Hw ) ;
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